'Neath the Elms once again..

1 st Black Alumni-ae
Gathering Addresses
Trinity's Past & Future
former students were expected to
H By SAMREEN MALIK
return for the gathering, hailing
News Writer
from all over the country to meet
Trinity held its first Black their peers. In addition, several
Alumni Gathering this past week- alumni had already been commuend in order to strengthen the bond nicating informally with current
between the Trinity Black com- students.
Several current Black undermunity and its alumni. In past
years, the Umoja house has held graduates had expressed interest
several such events but on a much in becoming more involved with
Black alumni. Both these stusmaller scale.
This year, the Gathering was dents and Trinity are dedicated to
sponsored by the college. With strengthening bonds between
the exception of meal cost, which themselves and the Black alumni.
please turn to page 5
were paid by the alumni themselves, the college has underwitten the entire weekend' s program.
Preparations began late in the
fall of 1989. Director of Alumni
and College Relations Gerald G.
Hansen, Jr., Associate Director of
Alumni Relations Eugenie M.
Devine, and Associate Directorof M By JEFFREY LYONS
Admissions Karen Mapp were the
News Writer
main coordinators of the gatherTwo search committees have
ing. Hansen, Devine, and Mapp been established to sift through
began the process by looking candidates for the positions of
through their files to locate Black librarian and chaplain here at
alumni.
Trinity. Librarian Ralph EmerThis was not exactly the easi- ick has announced his intention
estjob, as through the years alumni to take early retirement, and
often change addresses and do not Chaplain Alan Tull resigned from
inform the college. Also, years his office effective August 31.
ago the race of a student or alum- Deans Spencer and Winer are
nus was not allowed to be in- heading the respective commitcluded anywhere in his or her file. tees to find replacements forthem.
Ralph Emerick has served as
In total, there are currently
250 Black alumni, at least 25 of librarian since 1973 and has filled
whom the coodinators identified that role exceptionally. His rewho were not in files from year- placement, however, will fill a
books. More than 60 of these different role as library technol-

Formerandfuturecollegeundergradsenjoyed* festivities at
Trinity"sfirst-everBlacRAIumniGatheringthispast weekend

Pkao iy Lua Omit -y

Wanted: One Chaplain, One Librarian to Fill Big Shoes
Respective Committees Currently Engaged in Intensive Searches

Anthology Fires Upon Tradition
. H By JONATHAN HEUSER
News Writer
When the Heath Anthology
of American Literature was published at the beginning of the year,
professors and students alike
found that it was dramatically
different from any previous major
anthology. The collection is
unique because it-includes a much
broader range of authors, including "a significant number of fe-

male authors, Latino authors,
Native American authors, and
authors of colors."
The Trinity community has a
special interest in the Heath volumes because the General Editor
is Trinity College's own Professor of English Paul Lauter.
Lauter explained that the anthology is different from others in
three major ways.

ogy enters the nineties. In addi- wait in reserve.
The eight semi-finalists will
tion, the new librarian will be
overseeing a probable physical undergo an intense day and a half
expansion of the library building of interviewing, after which one
itself. Therefore, the search to three will be chosen to intercommittee has been seeking a view again. These finalists will
person who will help the library be evaluated by the search comgrow and lead it into the next mittee; one will receive the recommendation of the committee,
millenium.
The search began immedi- but it is the Dean of Faculty who
ately after Emerick's announce- ultimately decides whom to hire.
Members of the college
ment, and the field of prospective
librarians has been narrowed community are not ihe only ones
considerably. The minimum who await the decision; WesJeyan
qualifications a candidate must and Connecticut College as memhave even to be considered in- bers of the library consortium are
clude "a master's degree in li- eager to welcome a good librarbrary science...and at least seven ian.
Students too can expect conyears' experience in the administration of academic or research tact with the new librarian as it is
libraries," according to a memo hoped that he or she will become
mailed to students by Spencer this active in educating the student
body about how to better utilize
Fall.
Sixty candidates were origi- all that the library has to offer.
nally found as a result of recom- The new librarian should begin
mendations and applicatons; eight work sometime next semester,
have been chosen to be inter- hopefully no later than May.
The Chaplain Search Comviewed, while three or four more

mittee has been equally busy in its
efforts. Out of the ori-ginal 65
applications and nominations received of ordained Episcopal
ministers, the field has been narrowed to fifteen, of whom three
will interview in the coming week.
Student voices are of importance
to the committee, which is eager
for feedback from the upcoming
forums. Winer distributed a memo
to all students requesting that they
"please do your best to meet the

Phones Promising, Problematic

A features columnist
talks of his rite of
passage
upon
returning home. Page
6

partment which monitors the
By DANIEL SCANLAN
system—the message service was
News Writer
late starting due to last minute
This past summer saw the changes in housing assignment
"This is much more inclu- installation of a new phone sys- lists from which mailbox lists are
tem in the Trinity's dorms. The drawn.
please turn to page 5
new equipment was an expansion
Sobering said that the reacof the system installed in faculty tion to the new service was mostly
and department offices two years positive, despite some of the
ago.
problems involved in a new sysThe new phones allow the tem. "We're finding it is more
user to access any extension on difficult than some people want it
campus using a four-digit num- to be," said Sobering.
ber. The most distinctive feature
He indicated that it might
of the system is Voice Mail, by take a few months for students to
which callers can leave messages become fully accustomed to the
at the number they are calling.
new system.
Errors in the user's guide to
The service also allows a user
to send a message to a number of Meridian Mail, which was distributedthe first week, also caused
mailboxes.
This feature has the possibil- some confusion regarding feaity of cutting down on the amount tures.
of paper used for group messages
AT&T, which now handles
in post office mailboxes at Trin- student long-distance service for
ity. Campus organizations can Trinity, was also late in sending
now send the same message to all out ACUS cards to students. The
their members with a single call, ACUS card enables the student
The Voice Mail system had to charge long distance calls in
some initial start-up problems. his/her own name and eliminates
The message feature was not the necessity of dividing phone
operational until a week into bills between roommates. AT&T
classes. According to Assistant is offering this service to students
JournalistandactivistColmanMcCarthyconfers
Director of Technical Services, at a 10% discount.
withPatrickKinsman'92.McCarthyspokelastnighton"Peaceand
Peter Sobering—part of the deplease turn to page 5
Political Justice-Why Bother?"

1

please turn to page 5

INSIDE THE

TRIPOD
I An installment of
This Week In Trinity
History, a look back
at some of the major
issues many years
ago. Page 4

The fourth edition of
the Mos Eisley
column discusses
relevant issues.
Page 8
The Hartford Stage
debut
and
an
Introduction of new
directorof theAustin
Arts Center Jeffrey
Walker are the main
stories of the arts
pages. Pages 14-16.

Another Big Football
Win for the Bantams
this week as Trinity
def ea ts Bowdoin 49-14.
Also, field hockey,
tennis, and soccer
highlight the sports
pages
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Opinion
Tripod Does Not Understand Purpose of Lounges,
According to Office of Residental Life

EDITORIALS

To the Editor:

10 Questions Parents Should Ask
As you will be no doubt aware, a number of
improvements and renovations- will be taking place this
week in preparation for Parents' Weekend. This weekend is
full of panels, discussions, and lectures designed to highlight
the strengths of Trinity to (for the most part) those who pay
the bills for our education.
While the parents are here, they deserve to know
what is going on around campus. The following is a list of
questions which might be helpful for them.
1. How have the new alcohol regulations affected
s t u d e n t life?

• ' • • ' . •

2. What is the role of fraternities on campus? Have
they provided a positive social outlet?
3. How are costs being kept down?
4. Is the campus safe for students? Have their been
any assaults or rapes this fall?
5. Can every student get an education without
prejudice?
.
6. Has the expansion of the Physical Plant improved
the quality of student life? •
7. Has there been a significant change in the policies
of free speech on campus?
8. What is the relationship between students and
faculty?
9. Is parking as bad of a problem as everyone says?
10. Whatis meant by "liberal arts" and how is that idea
practiced at Trinity?
The responses to these questions may help parents
gain an understanding of the current situation at Trinity.
Many problems exist within the daily happenings at school.
These issues should be acknowledged and discussed.
With all the fanfare going on this weekend, maybe
now is the time to ask these hard questions.

Don't Miss It

•

A number of lectures and discussions occur on campus
each semester.
The Tripod's task is to inform the students of these
discussions as best as we can. It is rare that we directly
promote a particular lecture> however.
In this case, we must make an exception. There is a
lecture and discussion tomorrow which should provide the
audience with a perspective on the past and the future at
Trinity. At 4 pm in Hamlin Hall, Professor of Sociology
Noreen Channels will make a presentation titled "Women's
Experience at Trinity: Then and Now." Afterwards, there is
a panel discussion moderated by President Gerety.
This event should bring to light an issue which
directly concerns the student life at Trinity. Many alumnae
will be able to express their views as to how co-education at
Trinity has affected their own lives,
This is one lecture which you should not miss.

;•••>:;
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Resident Assistant/Associate
should have distributed the lounge
As Residential Lifc/RA Pro- combination to each resident
gram Staff members, we would within the: first week of school.
like to respond to the Tripod ar- Lounges must be kept locked
ticle dated September 18, 1990 whenever not in use so that the
and entitled "What is a Lounge?" furniture and other furnishings,
This Features writer was unin- which are the responsibility of the
formed and perhaps misunder- residents, do not disappear and
stands the "Guidelines for On- result in multiple group billings.
Campus Residence 1990-91" as Thus when the writer said she
printed in the Handbook. We heard the Program Coordinator
would like to clear up some of the say that the lounge should be
misconceptions presented in her locked, the Progran Coordinator
article.
simply meant thai the lounge
Her first complaint was that should be closed off from the
"ORLabsolutley refuses to allow residents,
a party in the lounge." This is not
Another complaint was that
true, What the "Guidelines" state
"a dorm full of students can stuff
is:
themselves on Sunday evening
but
a handfull cannot have a study
"All parties held in residential common areas must be spon- (TA) session." OR I, would IHsored/sanctioned by residential extremely supportive of students
using lounges as study space.
staff.
However, TA sessions cannot be
regularly
scheduled in lounges
A private gathering becomes
a registerable social event (and because this would prevent other
may not be held in a residential residents from using the lounge at
facility) when it cannot or is not those times. Thiseainpusahouuds
contained behind the closed with classroom space for such TA
door(s) of an individual resi- sessions, and it is simply not lair
dence."

to take up lounge space that we
work very hard to make available
to all residents at all times.
So, what i% a lounge? A
lounge is a common area open to
all residents, but should in no way
be used as a private space. Residential staff work hard to present
many programs in these lounges,
including Unit Meetings, Dorm
Study-Breaks, Unit Invents and
Faculty/Stuff/Administration
presentations. Residents are encouraged to use lounges to hang
out, study, and spend time with
other residents,
.Sincerely,
Ann H. Newman '91
Program Coordinator
RA l'roj»r;iin
Kara Molway HM
Program Associate lor Programming Development
RA Program
r-llen McCusker 'VI
Resident Associate
(' "i«ik/( »o< itl w i n/Wooci ward

Robinson Needed More Publicity

These parties are sponsored To the Editor:
by residential staff and are nonalcoholic and, most importantly,
I would like to thank the
open to every resident in the unit. individual or group responsible
(A residential unit is not necessar- for bringing Randall Robinson tin
ily a hall, but in some cases a campus this past Tueday night.
whole dormitory such as Cook/ His lecture on the situation in
Goodwin/Woodward.) Private South Africa was very enlightenparties are not allowed because it ing for inc. He clearly explained
is unfair to use common areas the complex and confusing poliwhere a student may want to use tics of that country and our own
the space for studying or loung- nation's equally confused response to South Africa's policy of
ing.
Apartheid.
The author also made several
I think, however, that Mr.
references to the "locking-up" of
lounges. Lounges are always Robinson's lecture should have
available to the residents. Each been much more widely publicized because the issues he dealt

with are important and, unfortunately, not well understood. The
student body and the faculty as a
whole would have benel'ittwl
greatly from listening to this intelligent and articulate man's
I hope that Randall Robinson
will be invited back to Trinity
sometime soon, arid that the Trinity community will In-minle more
aware of the opportunity to attend
his lecture if he tines return.
Sincerely,
Melissa H. Moss *92

Japanese Culture From A Firsthand Perspective

i ~ ^ = ^ ^ S » ^ i f ! s - KKi'^'S^
The Japanese tend to be described as hardworking, slender,
uptight, rich, and polite. Though
these adjectives might apply to
any one individual, when a particular culture is stereotyped in
five words or less it is troubling.
Many of the preconceptions about
one country or another are either
generated by hearsay, based on
limited experience, or given by
the media. Granted, some of them
are true, but consider what most
people think about Americans!
Most Japanese imagine all of us to
be overweight, rude, lazy, and
arrogant, not to mention the ever
popular image of Americans running around shooting each other
out of cars.
Anyone who has spent time
in a foreign country understands
that when it comes to manners,
food, or appearance, "normality"
is a relative concept. For example, a 5'8" blond with freckles
might not turn your head on an
average day at Trinity College,
but in a crowd of 5'4" Japanese,
the same person becomes HermanMunster. Small children stare
in awe at the "gaijin" sitting next
to them thinking, "hmm... wonder
what happened to her?"
Three-fourths of Japanese
drive white cars because they are

Japanese tanners cultivate rice in
the same nnmner they have been
for centuries. In the middle of
liaiitjuku, a section of Tokyo
where rebellious youths with
multicolored hair "hung out" awl
wear shoes with four inch rubber
soles, there is the Meiji Shrine, a
temple and garden that has remained virtually the same for four
hundred years."
The psychology of the Japanese stems" from their various
religions, a strong Chinese influ. be tilled ence, and a long history of isolaa sweet bean paste tion from tlie West. A good ex> dessert.
ample of the difference between
, ,..._j culture is a collec- Eastern and Western philosophy
tion of polar aspects. They are the can be seen through proverbs. In
most technologically advanced
society in the world, and yet a sticking
majority of people still go to their
neighborhood doctors and den- Continued onPage 3
no cars in sight.
The
,.v women
c
customarily proceed to the third
stall in the bathroom because they
figure it its the least used. The
thought of a peanut butter and
jelly sandwich might promote
regurgitation among many Japanese, but raw fish and dried octopus legs seemed pretty unappetizing to me. In Japan, a deluxe
pizza is usually covered with
squid, corn, shrimp, and ham.

Letters to the Tripod must be received by
Friday at 5 pm. for publication in a Tuesday issue.
They must be typed (preferably on a Macritosh disk)
and must be signed. Ify o u wish to withhold your
name, it must be requested after the signature Mo
profanity or obscenity will be printed. All letters are
the sole responsibility of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the Tripod.
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Opinion
Column Slams Conservatives and Is "Intellectually Stereotyping"
M By DAVID TAYLOR
I am writing in reference to
Bill Ghent's "Mos Eisley" column (Sept. 23) in which he reviews
Commentary magazine's "The
American 80's, Disaster or
Triumph."(Sept. 1990). Mr.
Ghent is accurate in his assertion
that the article attempted to bring
together various conservative and
lideral opinion. This, however, is
where his accuracy ends and his
political grand-standing begins.
Mr. Ghent begins his diatribe
with a condemnation of the
1980's. He writes: "Probably no
other decade in history has produced so many problems and
offered so many nonsensical solutions." The 1980's witnessed
unprecedented economic growth,
low inflation, and low unemployment. Mr. Ghent only needs to
turn to the previous decade, the
1970's, as a comparison. Maybe
he wouldn't have begun in this
way if his memory were better.
Mr. Ghent goes on to attack
what he sees as the rei gning ideology of the 1980's - conservativism. He writes: "The conservative positions expressed by
Kirkpatrick and Gilder (two of
the conservative participants in
the article) lead me to believe that
all conservatives are, once again,
stupidintheirclaims." Mr. Ghent
takes the "giant leap" from the
opinions of two conservative
thinkers to the thoughts of all
conservative thinkers. If Mr.
Ghent thinks he can judge the
conservative movement by the

thoughtofGilderand Kirkpatrick,
then he is engaging in "intellectual stereotyping."
Mr. Ghent, after spewing
forth the typical vocabulary of the
conservative/liberal dichotomy,
decides to abandon it because
Charles Murray, a conservative
critic, disagrees with Kirkpatrick's
and Gilder's assertions about the
1980's. I assert that Mr. Ghent
abandons the conservative/liberal
vocabulary because he has a
"conservative stereotype" in
mind. When he finds a conservative who doesn't meet his stereotype, he thinks it "illogical" (his
word, not mine). Mr. Ghent
writes: "Now wait a minute. I
thought that if Reagan was a
conservative, Murray should try
to side with him like Kirkpatrick
and George Gilder. Isn't it illegal
forhimnotto? Simply, illogical."
No, Mr. Ghent, conservatives
do not have thought police that
force people to "toe the line" of
political orthodoxy. Neither is it
illogical for Mr. Murray to think
that the Reagan administration
was to blame for some of the
greed that permeated the 1980's.
Mr. Murray may not like Ronald
Reagan, but that does not mean he
is excommunicated from the
conservative movement. Mr.
Ghent should note the current
conflict between Patrick
Buchanan and William Safire on
the issue of our involvement in
the Persian Gulf. This is a recent
example of the differences among
conservatives.
Mr. Ghent apparently has
"tunnel vision" regarding the

conservative movement. All
conservatives, in Mr. Ghent's
eyes, must defend Ronald Reagan
and all of his policies. What
amazes Mr. Ghent is the amount
of free-thinking that goes on
among people who are self-labeled conservatives. Mr. Ghent
sees a conservative conspiracy
which is united in ends and means.
Mr. Ghent does not understand
the nuances and varying opinions

among those who call themselves
conservatives.
At this point I would like to
offer Mr. Ghent an educational
opportunity in the form of a book.
It is titled Keeping the Tablets.
edited by William F. Buckley, Jr.
and Charles Kesler. In this work
the two offer various essays by
thinkers who, in contemporary
terms, are labeled part of the
conservative movement. Posi-

tions and beliefs vary, but in the
book Mr. Ghent will find underlying themes that run throughout
the conservative movement.
These are a belief in change tempered with common sense, and a
healthy sense of respect for what
has come before and what is to
come after. I recommend it to Mr.
Ghent; it is in the library.

Many Misconceptions Exist In American
Perceptions Of Japan and Its People
from Page 2
mered in", but according to the
American philosopher John Stuart
Mill, "All good things which exist are the fruits of originality."
Another distinction is apparent in
their attitudes about child rearing.
The concept of original sin is
obsolete in Asian culture. The
child is born pure and it is the
mother'sresponsibility to see that
he/she remains that way. Therefore, any breach of conduct on the
child's part is assumed to be a
result of the mother's negligence.
For example, if a child decided to
throw his fists into his birthday
cake, there could be a couple of
ways of dealing with the situation. An American mother would
most likely grab the child by the
scruff of the neck and haul him
into the bedroom for a scolding.
The same scenario at a Japanese
party would result in the immediate evacuation of all the guests
because of the incredible embarrassment inflicted upon them by
an erratic and irresponsible mother
who obviously could not control
her child.
The Japanese are fast becoming the richest people in the world.
However, the residents of Tokyo
are forever battling a crowd and
cramming into subways that are
so extremely crowded that some
people's feet do not even touch
the floor. In the summer, some
families wake up at 6:00 a.m. to
ride nearly two hours to the nearest pool, where doing laps is a
contact sport. The beaches are
usually between two and four
hours away, and most of them are
so dirty and crowded that it is hard
to spot the sand beneath the mass.
Many of the things that are available to us, like the countryside, a
big backyard, streets that are wider
than a sidewalk, and college
campuses cannot be comprehended by the crowded Japanese.
Even the most powerful Japanese
cannot change the fact that there
is no space in Japan.

It all comes down to what
you are accustomed to, and cultural standards are completely
relative. So keep this in mind the
next time you turn your nose up at

something— somewhere, someone eats it, drinks it, wears it, or
worships it, and considers this to
be normal.

If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside, would you still smoke'
NOV. IS. THE GREAT AMERICAN SMQKEOUT.

"To be effective, leaal education
must be a sharedenterprise."
Stephanie W. Wtllen
Assistant Director of Admissions
A.B., Mount Holyoke College
Ms. Willen began working for Western New
England College School of Law in August,
1989. Previously she worked for a
Springfield, Massachusetts insurance
company, where she gained both management and computer experience. Currently,"
Ms. Willen represents the Law School at
undergraduate colleges throughout the country. She also works
closely with the Admissions Committee, providing analyses ol
individual applicant files and ot the applicant pool as a whole. :

Meet with Stephanie W. Willen
to learn more about our Law School, where faculty
and students work together toward a common goal.
Professional School Fair, October 3,1990
6:00 - 7:30 PM, Mather Campus Center
We invite applications from all persons regardless of race, gender, or handicap.
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News
HIS WEEK IN

RINITY HISTORY

COMPILED BY JAY AKASIE

100 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tablet; vol. 24, No. 1; October 4, 1890.
These excerpts are from the Trinity Tablet, the Tripod's predecessor. The Tablet was mainly a literary magazine, but a list of
news briefs were included in every issue.
"The college consists at present of 132 men, 48 of these are
new and 10 of the 48 join "93. The residences ofthe men include
15 states. The senior class contains 32 men, junior 24, sophomore 48 and freshman 28."
"New goal posts have been erected on the football field, the
ground carefully surveyed, and with the erection of the new
grand-stand Trinity will have a field worthy of her team."
"C.C. Home '93, has established a college store at No. 48
Northam Towers."
"Tennis has never reached higher favor at Trinity than at the
present time. Seven fine dirt courts are in almost constant use."
"The Tablet voices the college in its regrets at the illness of
Rev. Dr. Beckwith, contracted in the White Mountains. Professor Beckwith's Greek classes were, until his return October 1,
under Professor Martin and Mr. Griswold."

50 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tripod; vol. 37, No. 1; October 1,1940.
In his editorial, Editor-in-Chief John F. Crockett '41 appealed to the student body to contribute towards the attempt to
raise funds to buy an ambulance to send to the British - all part
of their war effort. He concludes "And let us give thanks that we
are living in a land in which we are not harrassed by the horrors
of war."
"Although smaller in number there is a greater percentage of
students living on campus this year. This is due to the erection
last spring ofthe Goodwin and Woodward Dormitories. These
are actually one building joining the east end of Cook Dormitory
to the west end of the new Chemistry building, thus making a
second completed side to the originally planned quadrangle."
"Tripod Notice: All new students interested in trying out for
the Tripod, come to the Tripod offices in Woodward Dormitory
at 7:30 P.M. on Thursday, October 3."

CT Candidate Speaks to Luncheon Crowd

A Loaf of Bread,.A Jug of Wine, and Groark.
SPECIAL TO THE TRIPOD
On Wednesday, September
26, at high noon, Hartofrd resident and candidate for Lieutenant
Governor Eunice Groark came to
speak'at Trinity. Groark, a liberal
Republican turned independant,
is running with Lowell Weicker
on the "A Connecticut Party"
ticket.
Her background as an attorney and apolitician is impressive;
she has practiced law in Hartford
for over twenty years, and served
on the Hartford City and Corporate Councils. Groark's appointment to Corporate Council speaks
highly for her political savvy,
because Hartford politics are
dominated by Democrats, and
such appointments usually go to
party insiders.
Groark's running mate is also
known for his ability to cross party
lines, and much of theix political
strategy centers around coalition
building. Groark stated that the
reason why she and Weicker are
running on an independent ticket
is that they are "fed up'with party
politics as usual." The candidate
said that the Connecticut Party
effort is an attempt to circumvent
the party mudslinging and to elevate the campaign to an intellectual sphere.
The candidate stated clearly
that the goals of "A Connecticut
Party" were short-term, "We want
to chart the course for the future
of Connecticut politics," said
Groark. How does an independent expectto accomplish this when
the party structure in Connecticut
is so strong? Groark put it quite
simply: incumbents, Democratic

IndependentcandidateEuniceGraorkinaphotoopportunity Wednesday
and Republican, want to get reelected, and if Weicker and Groark
winthepopularelection, the party
regulars will respond to that
message and back the independents' policies for the state.
If Weicker and Groark do
win in November's election, they
face a very tough four years. In
the 1980's Connecticut had the
highest employment rate and per
capita income, an attractive business climate, a booming defense
industry, and a capital city that
was fourth in the nation in daily
financial transactions. Now we
face one of the toughest decades
in Connecticut's economic history. New England's economy is
clearly in a recession (thanks in
part to crippling restrictions imposed upon the region's banks by
the Fed, in reaction to real estate
woes), the peace initiative is sure
to cut the number of defense

contracts awarded to Connecticut
industry, and Connecticut now
claims the dubious distinction of
containing the nation's third and
fourth poorest cities, Hartford and
New Haven.
Groark's rhetoric was impressive, but she was tough to pin
down on these crucieal issues
facing our state in the 90's. She
spoke briefly of tax incentives
and disincentives to help nurse
Connecticut's businesses back to
health, improvements in welfare
allocation, and increased school
integration. Yet she carefully
avoided spelling out any clear
policy action, insisting instead that
she would "surround herself with
decent poeple" - a core of advisors from a broad range of backgrounds (academicians, business
persons, community leaders, etc.)
- and govern with solid and steady
decision-making.

25 YEARS AGO
from The Trinity Tripod; vol. 64, No. 3; October 5,1965.
It seems that the Dean of Students has always tried to define
many aspects of the alcohol policy. Roy Heath, Dean of
Students, announced a clarification of the college's position
concerning drinlcing at athletic events. No consumption of
alcoholic beverages was allowed at any athletic contest on the
Trinity campus.
His reasons were: "First, public drinking is considered by
many persons to be offensive and in bad taste. Second, if
drinking does go on at an athletic contest, intoxication is liable
to cause an ugly scene."
More students should have taken notice of this editorial:
"The college has decided the time has come to offer students
the opportunity to question the Life Sciences building architect.
It is an opportunity that should not be missed, for students
who wonder about the architectual trend here can expect explanations... "
•

NEW CAVE HOURS
•Monday-Friday 8;00am-I2s3Cam
^Saturday lQsOOam-12 midnight
•Sunday ll;00am-12:30am
•Friday - Saturday NOW OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
*Deli Closes at 6:00 PM on Friday & Saturday

THE FAB SIDE
Grill & Deli
Koeppel Student Center
MONDAY-FRIDAY
8:00 AM-10:30 AM
Continental Breakfast
ll!30 AM-2S00 PM
Lunch & Transfer Plan

I N THE AIR

Monday-Thursday

8:00 PM-Midnight

Friday & Saturday

8sO© PM-Midnight
Limited Menu
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Alumni-ae Gathering

News
Heath Anthology

expected," said Lauter.
rial in The New Criterion, a conNot
everyone
is
responding
servative magazine. According
continued from page 1
continued from page 1
to the anthology with purchase to theTimes article, supporters of
Most who attended the weekend wanted to return to Trinity to
sive, and has a much broader range orders, however. An article in the more traditional American literacatch up with the college and to reinforce their involvement with the
of writers. The organization is Los Angeles Times reported that ture have argued that "we have a
school. Many alumni were very enthusiastic when the coordinators
also not traditional. The selec- the goal of the project was "to canon of great literature that
approached them with the idea. Co-Chairpersons of the gathering—
traditions and to show that shouldn't be altered."
tions are grouped neither by rattle
JoAnne Epps '73, who is also an Alumnae Trustee, and President of
there
are
master writers in
The idea for this radical deauthor's date of birth or by sub- Americanmore
the Board of Fellows Donald Jackson '83—were largely involved
literature than, as sev- parture from traditional Ameriject,
but
rather
in
useful
units
for
with the planning of the weekend.
eral profe ssors j okingly put it, '15 can literature sprang from a meetstudy," he said.
However, the above are only a small fraction of the many who
dead white men and Emily Dick- ing of experts at Yale University
The third difference lies in inson.'"
lended a hand to orchestrate the gathering. Many Black undergraduabout a decade ago.
the editorial staff for the nearly
ates have aided the Alumni Relations Office. In addition, members
At the same time, according
"When I raised the question
6000
pages
of
text.
of the Pan-African Alliance, the Umoja House, and the Trinity
to Lauter, the Heath publication of a new anthology with 40 schol"While
anthologies
like
this
Coalition of Black Women have been very devoted throughout.
please see page 7
normally are done by one person has come under attack in an editoThe gathering began formally on Friday morning, when the
or a few people, instead, we inalumni were encourged to attend classes. After registering, lunch
volved about 200 people," Lauter
was served at Mather Hall, followed by a faculty discussion: "Reexplained. "We wanted to get the
flections on Teaching at Trinity: Perspectives of Black Faculty."
leading scholar on each particular
Later Friday evening, President Tom Gerety led a discussion
author to write the headnotes for
during a buffet dinner at HAmlin HAH.
each selection,"
Other events included: a performance of "Dunbar & Hughes:
This system not only proSpirituals and Blues" by the Performing Ensemble, Pub Night with
duced a more thorough and diJazz featuring the Fahir Kendall Quartet, panel discussions and
verse product, aceording to Lauter,
Welcome to the S.G.A. Box. Every week you will find exciting
workshops on "Alumni-ae Roles in the Future of Trinity," and
but
also
produced
a
financial
and up to date information on important issues gripping our camvarious sports events.
bonus.
pus and ho w we as students are organizing to deal with them. The
A pre-game luncheon at the Umoja House, a discussion of stu"This may be the most diS.G.A. is dedicated to making a difference this year. We have a
dent life with members of the PAA, the President's Reception and
verse editorial board ever. We
lot of exciting plans and this is where you can find out what we,
Dinner, a Eucharist service with Alumni clergy, and music by the
made
a
conscious
effort
to
inas well as other student leaders, have been up to. Each week this
student Gospel Choir and the Chapel Singers added to the festivity.
volve
many
women
and
nonbox will contain important information regarding: student-orFor its first year the turnout was reasonably good. To facilitate
whites, and it may be the first time
ganized programing, events designed to deal with special student
attendance, the alumni were offered bonuses such as discounted
non-whites
have
been
involved
at
concerns, as well as an update on S.G.A.'s weekly activities.
rates at hotels and child care while they attended'the many events.
all in a project like this. And since
And, as at any alumni-ae weekend, those in attendance were given
we used so many people, we had
We are pleased to announce the S.G.A. of 1990 -1991. Please
the opportunity to meet not just former students but undergraduates
1
a
ready
made
market
for
the
prod
make a note of your dorm representative andmake her/him aware
from all classes.
uct," he explained.
of your concerns. We, as students, have the potential to make
anything happen at this college we truly desire, but we need your
The leaders of the anthology
Chaplain, Librarian Searches continued from page 1project expected to sell about
support. Student Empowerment is our theme for the year, and
Action is our plan of attack. Let us know what you're thinking.
20,000
to
25,000
copies
during
candidates and forward your social issues, counsel those who
We're
the S.G. A., we're here to make a difference. See you next
the
first
year,
but
ended
up
selling
commments to David Winer."
seek it, be a good pastor, and help
week!
"*
Ultimately, two or three names develop an interreligious council out the first printing after only
five
months.
They
now
expect
to
will be suggested by the commit- with the Jewish rabbi and Cathotee along with a recommendation lic priest on campus. Together, have sold as many as 35,000 copies
Phone S
con tin tied from page 1
of one. President Tom Gerety they will guide the values of the by year's end.
The
new
system
is scheduled to be expanded in the near future.
"Commerically, this was a
will then nominate one to be community.
One
of
the
services
mentioned is direct access to the College's
big risk for the publishing house.
approved by the Board of TrusThere is a tremendous amount Heathinvested well over $500,000 mainframe computer for dorm rooms. Access to the CTW card catalog
tees.
of excellence among the candi- in this project, so we hadtomake Within the next semester Technical Services hopes to set up a pilot
Alan Tull has already vacated dates for both positions, so it is sure it was commercially viable. project within a dorm to explore these options.
the chapel after 23 years of serv- certain that formidable replace- Professionally, the book has been
Feedback from students, positive and negative, helps to improve
ice. It is hoped that the new ments can be found for those accepted much more rapidly than the system, said Sobering. "We hoped everyone would like it and that
minister will be outspoken on departing.
we would be able to offer a good price with improved service."

BOX

PIZZARONI
1502 Broad Street (across from Rugby field)
free delivery and restaurant
249-3899
NY Style Pizza

PERMANENT SPECIALS
Sheet Pah Party Pizza
(not valid with any other offer)
[ANY 2 SMALL PIZZAS
ANY3CALZONES
Calzones
(one topping)
(1 filling)
Pastas
$11.00
$13.00
Subs
Designer and Chicago Style Pizzas
ANY 2 LARGE PIZZAS|
Seafood Pizza
(one topping)
Stromboli
$13.25
Large Selection of Vegetable Toppings

For Super ISaVlIlgS. . .

PWyaiwii n r

ASK ABOUT THE PIZZARONI ADVANTAGE CARD!
50% OFF ALL CARRY-OUTS* UNTIL NEXT SEPTEMBER

RoS
^ g ^

*Does not include drinks or discount offers.

^

g

S
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Features
Jesus Lives Down the Hall From Me
By GREGG BERMAN

Features Writer
It was deep into evening, and
I was out on the quad beating a
tremendous wildebeest with a
length of steel, when I met this
man. His hair was flaxen, with a.
light red tinge, and a curly beard
descended to his chest. His eyes
were of a fanatic shade of blue..
"S top it!" he commanded me.
My arm was swinging hard, and
the length of steel thwacked
against the wildebeest. I was
thwacking with force, but the beast
just stood upright, and I'll swear
to whatever, it had a devilish smile
on its hairy snout. I let my arm go
limp, looked, and now truly absorbed the appearance of this figure that had come to stand beside
me and my wildebeest. He was
thin, gaunt even, there was a tightness to the angle of his shoulders,
and his hair and twisted beard
seemed almost luminous. Last
fall's J. Crewpremieroutfitdecked
his frame, and an odor like rotting
cabbage reeked from him. "What
goodis life," I asked, "If you can't
even beat a wildebeest into submission with apiece of good, hard
steel?"
"I know of that answer," he
said, and pointed to the wildebeest, "I can help you destroy the
monster. I bet lean even make it
dissapear."
"You can?" I said, perhaps

increduously, "You must know
magic! Can you make bunny
rabbits dissapear too?"
"Of course," he replied, "I
can make just about anything dissapear. Bunny rabbits, airplanes, galaxies, common sense,
brain cells by the
millions. You name
it."
"Wow."
"Just follow me,
boy," he said, "and
I'll show you the
way."
We walked inside Goodwin dormitory, and he popped a
handful of bright red
pills into his mouth.
When I asked him
what they were for,
he said, "It's time to
feel up, up, up! Want
some?"
"No thank you,"
I replied politely.
Approaching
room, and I realized
we were a mere four
doors down the hallway from my room.
"I live right down
there," I said and
pointed, "How could
you possibly be so
close, yet we've never met?"
He coughed," Ahum. Well,
you see, I tend to materialize in
times of need. My ways are always mysterious, and sometimes

you can only find me on Sundays. "
"Oh."
We entered his womb-like
room. I won't attempt to describe

anything in it, except, perhaps, its
aroma, because I fear that if I do
the world might explode, or be
flooded, or fall into the sun. lean
tell you it faces out onto the quad,

Paranoia strikes deep, but the winner of the "Killer" game
doesn't let it get the better of him. He was born for dyin1.

Portrait of a Serial Killer
H By CLIFF FULLER
Features Writer
I believe thatkilling has made
me bitter. A bundle of raw, quaking nerves, powerless to a bestial
attraction. An addict, perhaps - or
is my affliction congenital? At
any rate, my life at dear ole' Trinity will never be the same.
Allow me to introduce myself, to an extent. I'm the guy that
won Killer - everyone's favorite
non-violent, harmless, cat and
mouse game of wits. Four days of.
intrigue, calculated surprise, and
unbelivable Paranoia. For the
record, Ikilledtwenty-eightpeople
to win a Nintendo Game System
(the study aid of the future). But in
my eyes, what this "harmless fun"
has done is transform me - a la
Jeckel and Hyde - from a naive,
nondescript freshman to an ostracized hermit. Here is my horrifying story - in excruciating detail
(names will be changed to protect
the embarrassed).
I came from a normal, domestic suburb - Status Quo- for
eighteen years, with no traces of
mental illness. Then came Trinity
- and the infernal game. It looked
easy enough -1 was given an assignment (a.k.a. Victim) and my
objective was to destroy said
Victim (a.k.a. "gently touch them
and say 'Bang, you're dead.").
Meanwhile, I also played the part
of the Fugitive Guy - for I too was
targeted for termination. Back to
the wall, kill or be killed, don't

trust anyone and all that stuff. I
resigned myself to a stratagey of
convenience - if it wasn't too out
of my way, I would attempt an
assassination. In short, my tactic
was (I think the Bee Gees said it
best) stayin' alive. Enough said.
They say that "you never
forget your first." Mine was forgettable -1 walked into her room
with a friend arid quickly "killed"
her. This murder, however,
marked the beginning of my metamorphisis-itwassoeasy! I then
thought, "if it's this simple..." and
was immediately hooked.
From that moment of first
blood, the carnage began. My
tactics ranged from patient stake- •
outs outside the library to the old
"T-Shirt salesman" routine. My
attacks were relentless and notorious as the body count rose at an
• alarming rate. Soon, I was an old
pro:
(Knock, knock)
"Yes?"
"Mrs. Smith?"
"What?"
"... urn... Mrs. Jones?"
"Whose there?"
,
"... um... Candygram."
It was second nature. I
couldn't dispatch of them quickly
enough] then, the subtle changes in character. As my killing spree
continued, I began to listen to
"Helter Skelter" and read The
Catcher in the Rye. I cried during
The Shining when Nicholson died.
My room was a neglected
shambles, and I started wearing
different colored socks. This

friendly "game" had reared its
ugly head, and I was no longer in
control. My instincts thrived on
the very essence of "Killer"! I
reveled in the satisfaction of it all
- 1 was the best at my craft, unleashed upon an innocent campus!
Then, almost abruptly, the
game ended. I turned in my kills,
and accepted my prize. But at
what cost? The primal urge was
still in me! I soon was seen on the
Long Walk, randomly tagging unsuspecting students and proclaiming. "Bang, you're dead!" I was
later found in my room, babbling
incoherently about Freddy
Krueger and Super Mario Brothers. I had to be subdued and was
subjected to Freudian psychoanalysis and a strict diet of Tofu
and spring water to bring me back
from the edge. The rest was history.
Well, that's my stery. I know
that it may have-been chilling to
listen to at times, but it must be
told, to prevent such catastrophe
from happening, and to warn future "Killer" participants of the
symptoms. Such things are happening every day - I'm one of the
luckyones. There are some lonely
days when I have the insatiable
desire to kill again. Instead, I pop
in Duck Hunt on my Nintendo
and blast the hell out of those
suckers. It will be a burden that I
will have to struggle with the rest
of my life.
Killer - I stopped, you
shouldn't start.

where my wildebeest was waiting.
The smell was reminiscent
of sewer pipes and locker rooms,
ageoldcrevicesandLysol. When
we entered, I almost
gagged.
" D o n ' t
worry," he told me,
"I piss in bottles and
shit in a pan. You
see, the Devil lives in
the bathroom, and
I'm of the non-confrontational variety.
Letmejust empty my
containers."
"Sure, okay," I
said, and watched
him as he carefully
poured his waste out
the window. When
he was finished, he
took a large blue pill
from a vial and said,
"It's time to* feel
down. Down to
Earth, so I can talk to
you. Want a big
blue?"
"No thanks.
What are we going to
talk about?"
"Everything,"
he said, and his eyes
seemed to congeal
into two dots of dried
glue. I wondered if he was blind.
"Well, I'm not sure I have
that much time," I said with hesitation.
He extended his ami to grab
hold of a large, red plastic tube
with a joker sticker on it. He took
up a lighter and said, "Don't
worry. It's time to feel giddy,
because everything is so simple.
I say it; you listen, believe all, and
do whatever I want you to. That's
everything!" He lit an appendage on the tube, and I watched
fumes glide up into his lungs. He

blew the smoke out as rings, and
one drifted above his head where
it hung like a sweet angel's halo
"Want a hit?"
"No, that's okay, my lungs
might chaffe," I said. "I think I'm
going to go do something productive, like pound on my wildebeest.
Alone."
"Look! Look!"hescreeched,
and pointed through the window
to my wildebest, "You're wildebeest is gone!"
I looked, and there stood my
wildebeest, clear to the unclouded
eye.
"Hey, I've got to go," I told
the guy, made to leave, then
stopped with a fearful question on
my lips. "What's you're name
anyway?" I asked him.
"Jesus, the name is Jesus," he
cried, pulling out a bottle of liquor, "But please, you can't go yet!
Have some Bourbon!"
"No, Really, I've got to go."
"Well," said Jesus huffily,
"you're bound for hell. Butlwant
you to know, to be sure deep inside your heart, Jesus is still your
friend. Don't do the knocky
weiner, don't eat meat on Fridays,
don't rape, kill, or be mean to
anyone who doesn't deserve it,
say a prayer for everyone, and
maybe Satan will show you some
kindness."
"That's real comforting," I
replied, and ran.
"Comfort is a crucifix on your
wall, " he shouted after me."
Comfort is novacaine in your
vaines. Let me comfort you! I
want to comfort you!"
Outside was my wildebeest,
and I kissed its humpy backfor joy
of good companionship, then proceeded to thwack it with my steel
rod, trusting in myself that I would
find the strength to overcome it.

DO YOU HAVE ASTHMA?
We are looking for volunteers
for research involving
investigational drug regimens
for patients with asthma. If you
qualify to participate, you may
be generously compensated for
the time you spend in the study.

if you are interested,
please call
Hartford Lung Physicians
278-7878 or 249-8460
Ask for Penny Ross or
Beverly Armstrong
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The author came home to find his room dismantled. Was it lime for the trappings of high school to be scoured from his walls?

When Should the Walls Come Down?
S
r o r l a t th
5 e room had to be dismantled. The pictures have most certainly been appalled. But now, at age
1 By JOHNCLAUD
n ,°" n
Features Editor
cute little camngs my grandmother had in her den.
outraged. My posters were all neatly arranged on a
I remember the last trophy 1 pinned to my wall over
The MacKenae Brothers traded m for art? At age 161 would new bookcase that housed Wordsworth duBois and
my bed as a high school senior. I
London, as well as back issues
had just bought a poster of Dale
of Sports Illustrated that dated
Murphy at Sam Wyche Sports
back to 1981.
World. I had three dollars at the
Perhaps my mother had
mall, and I was too old for video
found some balance. She knew
games, so I bought the Dale
that I would be reluctant to
Murphy poster.
surrender my hierlooms, and
It lasted about two years,
kept them forme, although not
though I rarely saw it. I was here,
in the places of prominence
at Trinity, with new prizes to
they once held.
display. My trips home to North
But I think every college
Carolina were seldom and short,
student goes through this procnever more than three weeks at a
ess. My most prized poster,
time.
Heather Thomas (purchased at
But the lineage of my adothe height of The Fall Guy's,
lescence remained pinned to my
popularity,
and its the one with
walls. That is, until December of
the diving suit, not the pink
1989. I returned home to disbikini) was now folded neatly
cover that my hallowed walls
3*V'
on the floor under my bookhad been stripped. The old fashelf. In its place was a tastemiliar NFL sheets from Sears
ful art deco print.
were no more.
So when does the room
My room, my sacred chapel,
comedown? When is the right
had been dismantled. It had been
time to trade in Eddie Murphy
turned into a guest room. My
for Malcolm X and Heather
^..-Vj.^.?.
mother told me the new look was
Thomas for art deco? That's a
tasteful, and more becoming of
decision your mother has to
an adult's sleeping quarters.
make for you. Mine eased me
".u into it.
Life is a series of trade-offs. But when should you trade heroes of youth for more refined, adult images?
"Your father and I have
made some small changes in
your room," she tells me over
the phone. Of course, my father had nothing to do
Calvin and Hobbes
with the remodeling. And I really liked how she told
me this in September, so when I got home in Decemand Dave Barry every ber
for the first time 1 had forgotten all about it.
"Oh, nothing, just new sheets, a new bookshelf,
week in the Tripod.
and a few minor touches."
Starting October 9.
So when I walked into the new, improved place,
I realized that a few minor changes meant a total
overhaul. Gone was the bed that I almost fooled
around on the weekend my parents were out of town.
Bll\.|OHN IR\\< 1IIN\
My mattresses were up on frames, off the floor from
/
the position that I found so unique as a 16 year old.
But I figure that it's my folk's house, and besides, they didn't destroy anything. Bob and Doug,
Si' u h i i' .ill >s :lii id al with Ui.u inianuuis liiiu>n-M.|iiie/u a n w . u ' Hu
those eight grade icons, adorn my wall in Funston
• ii'iu I \i o il MLH II w.i* ou'i thin 1 v-.ais ,i>!ii mi im uniikulaluin ila\
n_h. |- |>. |.| I I up lor all iln iifshniuii.* nawk at tui about i s s.-mnils, and Ih.u
today. But beware your next trip home. The walls
may be unfamiliar.
H I lu\i » i Mi rL inn InkiiJ it * U-en so lime I'veprelh [nik.li forgotten
' II i ^il hki \iiil I iii siiii ii s iluii >v,i\ v ill• i vcnorii: elst, mo. tviause nn
We're Features. We're here to help.

Divinity of The Lemoo
Squeezer Held in Doubt

\\ hy is this Tradition Such a Bii> Deal?
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lie must ha*.i- hail siinie
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viili it.u in ]inLiiii il tliit.t's i Inn t \du ilmik ' What the hell good is a It men
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ol' popular Tom Gerety, after tnakmg his magazine cover debut last nionlli, could
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World & Nation
MOSEISLM

"Okay class, get out your complex, shrouded with controsocial studies book and turn to versies over historical requirepage 45,670 and read to page ments, multiculturalism, text45,700 and then answers ques- books, and class content. The
tions one through ten on page quick and easy answer is to in45,701. Your answers are due crease history requirements nationwide. Several school systems
tomorrow."
Sound familiar? If it does, have implemented such action by
you were probably in a school raising their requirements of
system like mine, one without American and world history to
history teachers, one with his- three years each between the
toricalilliterates. Weheafabout grades "of 5-12. In 1988, the Brathe failure of American schools dley Commission reported that
to provide students with ade- history would help develop cerquate math and science curric- tain "habits of the mind" such as
ula. But what about those sub- critical thinking, acceptance of
jects taught in secondary school uncertainty, and appreciation of
systems which are supposed to causation, all of which are lackbe developing the sense of the ing in classrooms. But raising
individual, the inner-workings requirements so that courses can
and critical skills of the mind be taught by inadequate teachers
using poor textbooks willnothelp
itself?
but push education further down
Recent surveys of historithe tubes,
cal literacy are reason for most
More often than not, history
teachers, administrations, stale
and federal committees to com- is taught through the so-called
mit group suicides. According. objective view of the textbook,
to the fall/winter special edition eliminating any sense of minority
of Newsweek, one-third have no issues. Steve Houser, a history
idea what Brown vs the Board of teacher in Chappaqua, New York
Education accomplished and said, "Wehaveaproblem of being
two thirds cannot place the Civil Eurocentric, We teach the good
War between the years 1850 and and the bad of European history—
1900. Even though these statis- imperialism, world wars, the
tics do not reflect history per se Holocaust. It's ridiculous to say
(they do not tell you what stu- that Europe hasn't had an inordidents are reajly. learning about nate influence over the modern
history as evidenced by one's world." What he says is true, for
ability to think and ask inquisi- Europe has practically tried to
tively), they nevertheless pin- control the modern world since
point a direct violation of the the world became modern.
However, an attempt needs to be
school system today.
To
understand
this made by every teacher to recogcountry's failure in education, nize the extent of their Eurocenthe "problem must be: tracked tricity and compromise its inabilfrom its source— in this'case, ity to see the world from other
why students arenot being taught angles. First person accounts from
theessentialsof historical analy- minorities such as African slaves,
sis and why students see history women, and Native Americans
need to be incorporated.
as another boring subject.
"Social Studies", remember that word? Ever since 1
entered fourth grade, I was
forced to study "social studies",
without ever knowing what it
meant. It was introduced &> a
curriculum in the I930's as an
effort to incorporate an iriterdi sciplinary approach to history,
emphasizing psychology, anthropology, ethnic studies, and
civics. Paul Hanna, the originator of social studies, wrote that
children were failing to '"face
the realities of this world in
which we live— they escape,
they retreat to a romantic realm
of yesterday." So legends/histories such as Pocahontas were
replaced by "facts." Consequently, history became k m in
an aurora of graphs, time lines,
and maps. The sense of history
as a story, that which alJ kid's
enjoy and want to listen to. was
lost within the sea of boring
textbooks.
So what is to be dohe about
the history problem within secondary schools? The solution is

Deciding what textbook to
use in school is similar lo choosing between two dull knives to cut
a steak. Instead of relaying the
complexity of history, textbooks
fill their pages with time lines,
inadequate questions, and multiple choice tests. They, in effect,
become an insignificant display
of boring trivialities, ignoring the
narrative which we view as history.
In order to bring hack the
fervor of history in American
schools, more primary sources,
story telling, and current eventsshould be used. Teachers. like the
ones I had in high school, should
escape from the prc-raadc exams
in the teacher's edition and have
students write essays and participate in discussion groups which
extend far beyond the "who's"
and "when's" of history. The
answers to history ami the educational .system a^ ;i whole begin
with the question" Why?".
Through their inquiries, students
will once again think, a nccositv
for all who wish to learn.

A Different Perspective On The NEA Debate
1

By PHILIP GRAHAM
World & Nation Writer

The debate-on the question of
National Endowment for the Arts
(N.E.A.) funding of so-called
obscene works of art two weeks
ago addressedmany issues. These
included censorship, religion, and
the role of the government in
promoting and subsidizing the
arts. Artists claim that government withholding of funds for art
that it finds objectionable amounts
to prior restraint and censorship.
Conservatives claim that spending taxpayers' hard earned money
on subsidizing art that falls outside of the majority's standard of
decency is unacceptable. Both
sides in this argument fail to realize that the government should
actually have no role in funding
the arts at all.
Jock Reynolds, a N.E.A. recipient, called creativity of the artist a
basic freedom.
Christopher
Manion, a Jesse Helms aide, noted
that while the government subsidizes art that many would see as
degrading to religion, it is also
prohibited from subsidizing art

which promotes religion. Each of
these men, from opposite sides of
the political spectrum, unintentionally offer convincing arguments
for the end of governmental subsidies to the arts. They bring up an
important issue of whether or not
the government by endorsing subsidies or lack thereof actually creates a standard of acceptability for
art. By paying an artist to create,
the government lends its tacit
approval to that artist's work. In
the necessary selection process,
when the government does not
support certain artists it> thereby
condemns their art as not worthy
of federal funding.
By involving itself in the funding,
and thus the judging of art, the
government entangles itself in a
dangerous area where it should
not be. An artist's creativity is his
or her personal, private domain.
The government should not think
itself expert or qualified enough to
invade this area. While it is easy to
say that the government should
simply bow out of Helms-style
censorship, the answer is not that
simple. Obviously, there is not
enough money to fund every needy

artist in the country; some selection must be made. By this act of
selection, the government is invoking a form of financial prior
restraint. Reynolds is correct in
his comment that freedom to create is a basic one. As in the case
of another basic freedom, religion, the government should
"make no law respecting an
establishment... of prohibiting the
free exercise thereof...." Any action by the government creates a
standard of acceptability, and
because there should be no preset
standard of acceptability for art,
there should be no government
funding of the arts.
In the age of huge national debt
and burgeoning social problems,
the government can hardly afford to spend millions of dollars
intervening into what should be
an area of society beyond its reach
and control. In an ideal world
this problem could be solved by
subsidizing any and all artists
who request such aid, Until this
time should come, let'this money
be spent on education or drug
treatment, not on creating approved works of art.

SUNDAYS at
Leave the driving to us!
ALL YOU NEED IS:
Trinity ID, state issued proof of age & $ 5 0 0

WHAT YOU GET:
• Round-trip comfort coach t o , ^ ^
• Free admittance to our dance club
(bypass our $ 2 0 0 cover)
•Your first drink is on us!
• Reduced drink prices all night
"• Dance to the progressive tunes of D.J. Markie Gee
BUS LEAVES NORTHAM TOWERS

AT 8:15, 9:15, 10:15. & 11:15
BUS RETURNS AT 9:10, 10:10, 11:10 & 12:45
No parking hassles. No driving hassles, No hassles!
50 Union Place, Hartford
549-5444
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World & Nation
Communism's Fall: A Theory Betrayed or Just Inevitable?
ist theory that communism will
provide for collective ownership
World & Nation Writer of industrialized production,
thereby forming the fundamental
Today, the very pillars of objective of a socialist revolucommunism are being shaken. tion.
Soviet President Gorbachev's
Even if Bolshevism later
doctrines of glasnost and per- degenerated into the excesses of
estroika have spawned as many Stalin who imposed bureaucratic
revolutionary changes in six East- control, centralization, and dictaern European countries— Poland, torship at the expense of the rights
Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, of nationalities, nothing is taken
Czechoslovakia and East Ger- away from the initial significance
many— as in the Soviet Union of the October Revolution. The
itself. Do these changes signify a ideals, motives, and objectives of
"revolution betrayed" as Trotsky Lenin— the driving force behind
would say, or are they the failure communism— were far from
of the political system that imple- virulent; but power corrupts, and
mented the communist ideology? the Soviet Union had no respite
An answer to these questions will frOmafeeling of insecurity caused
necessarily be tentative, for the by the "Cold War" attitude of the
dust is yet to settle. Communism West. The post-Stalin leadership
has been given the form of a scien- was quite incapable and
tific ideology by Karl Marx and Brezhnev's military intervention
Frederich Engels, and its ideals in Afghanistan was a blunder only
and goals tend to be paradoxical to a military autocrat could have
a students who lives in the politi- committed. Popular revolts supcal system of the United States. pressed in Hungary and Poland
Hence, a clear and vivid picture made Stalin's successors revert
needs to be drawn, and our opin- to dictatorial and a tyrannical form
ions and judgements should be of rule,
pragmatic rather than visionary,
Thus, it is clear that the surge
unbiased rather than based on anti- of democratic ideas in Eastern
socialist propaganda.
Europe is a reaction to the soulThe first communist revolu- destroying authoritarianism imtion took place in Czarist Russia posed by the Red Army towards
in the wake of World War I under the end of the Second World War.
Lenin's leadership. It eventually Socialism imposed from above
became a movement against capi- was a symbolic sign of opprestalism. Since then, the ideology sion which created its deep unhas been interpreted differently in popularity among peoples worldthe context of changing condi- wide.
tions, and the communist camp
From all of this, a conclusion
has had many schisms and splits. can be drawn. The recognition of
Lenin justified the October Revo- one's rights may be heralded the
lution in his book Imperialism: final demise of socialism as a
the Last State of Capitalism on the relevant doctrine for the world
grounds that capitalist exploita- today. This statement must,
tion had only acquired forms of however, be taken with apinch of
colonialism and economic impe- salt. Russia and China, the prodrialism outside its borders. This ucts of genuine revolution, have
exploitation contradicts the Marx- emerged as superpowers whose

& By AFSHANASGHAR

industrial capacity and capability
has increased in leaps and bounds,
a fact inextricably linked to the
triumph of communism. But since
the recent student revolutions in
China have dealt an irreparable
blow to the legitimacy of the
communist regime, we gather that
the initial victory of communism
has eventually resulted in its defeat. It is in such cycles that
history progresses— the principles and dogmas of each age are
destroyed and succeeded by others, a typically Hegelian stance.
The point to grasp is that just
as the as the present wave of reform and democracy in Eastern
Europe is a retaliation of forty
years of authoritarianism and stagnation, the brutally repressed stu-

dent revolution in China is also a
sign of violent change. The
communist world is today at a
major cross-road, and its most
essential features are in grave
danger of being banished. Communism, as Eastern Europe and
Asia have seen over the past few
decades has symbolized oppression and tyranny. They are void
of the American ideals of freedom of speech, freedom of press,
freedom of owning property, etc.
These form the basis of the
"democratic" systems of the West,
whose people take their liberty
for granted. Thus, the uprising of
democratic ideals has reached a
climax in the communist world,
violently shaking its inner structure.

Now we return to the doctrines initiated by Gorbachev. To
prevent widespread catastrophes
in the form of civil wars and
nuclear-based confrontations between the superpowers, it is essential that the EastandWestrelay
a sympathetic understanding
towards the matter at hand. If the
Western powers, particularly the
United States, deal with perestroika in a positive manner and
refrain from taking undue advantage of the unstable conditions in
the communist camp, then in all
likelihood the world will enter the
21st century without fear of war,
and we can look forward to an era
of peace, progress, and prosperity--or so we hope.

ATTENTION ALL ENGLISH MAJORSAn informal get together and a chance for
Question and Answer session with the
English Department Faculty.

4:45 -6:15 pm
In The KOEPPEL STUDENT CENTER
Refreshments Will Be Served.
BE THERE!!

Sometimes, There Is Military Intelligence
destroy Israel? Because all of
that is a load of crap. Iraq invaded
H BySETHGERBER
Kuwaitbecausethey wanted their
World & Nation Writer
oil. Before the invasion, Kuwait
was producing 1.6 million barYes, it's true-— Saddam rels of oil a day. Kuwait has 94.5
Hussein actually said something billion barrels of oil in reserve.
intelligent. His comments on That means President Hussein
September 23 did sound like the could buy a new club scout uniusual political propaganda aimed form to look tough in as he paat the American people who still rades by the missiles he once used
confuse him for King Hussein of to poison his own people. Since
Jordan, but there was an underly- the invasion, the oil fields have
ing sense of foreboding actuality. been kept totally intact.
President Hussein very correctly
But America is no better.
warned that "America must real- Bush justified operation "Desert
ize clearly that it is pushing (he Shield" by claiming that our solentire region, and not only Iraq, diers are protecting democracy. I
in fact, even the whole world...to keep having flashbacks to Presithe brink of a bottomless abyss, dent Johnson, Nixon, and ,of
from which the region will never course, Reagan. Sorry to break
see light for dozens of years."
the news to your Mister PresiYes, Iraq invaded Kuwait dent,- but Saudi Arabia is one of
without provocation. However, the'most antidemocratic countries
several questions come to mind in the "world. It is the monarchy
when I think about the 150,000 that in 1973 participated in the oil
American soldiers and the thou- embargo against the United
sands of Western hostages held in States. For many years Saudi
Iraq and Kuwait. Why did Iraq Arabia financed the Palestine
invade Kuwait? Why are we Liberation Organization (terrorspending so much money pro- ists), the Nicaraguan Contras
tecting Saudi Arabia? Why are (drug runners), and factions in
so many countries coming to- Ethiopia, Chad, and Somalia. A
gether under American Leader- Saudi official said that "We used
ship in operation "Desert Shield?" to kiss Arafat on the cheek for
Well, I'm sorry to tell you years in the name of Arab broththat there are no clear answers. erhood," but (now that they want
Iraqi officials said that their U.S. help) "No more. He's a thug."
"prime objective" is the "libera- So why are we protecting them?
tion of Palestine from the usurpa- Because we do not want Iraq to
tion of the Zionist usurpers^" So control sixty percent of the
why didn't they just Invade the worlds' oil.
West Bank and the Gaza strip and
President Hussein was right

in saying that the U.S. is bribing
many countries into support of
the buildup in the Gulf. Bush
forgave Egypt of their seven billion debt to the U.S. because of
their military support. Saudi
Arabia is expected to give one to
two billion dollars to Egypt. Saudi
Arabia has given Syria $500 million in cash and a promise of
another $500 million in future
investment. A Saudi official said
that "we told Japan and the Europeans that if they did not contribute to our defense we would have
to consider Closely all future
contracts by their companies in
Saudi Arabia." This weak military alliance is not well-supported
world wide, and would not be
$ble to stay together if a shooting
war with Iraq started.
After the "tie" in Vietnam,
which left50,000 Americans dead,
and the military failure of Grenada, could the American military hold its ground? Better yet,
could the American public support a world war in which thousands of American men and
women would be sacrificed? And
for what— a dollar less at the
local gas station? On September
23, Jean-Marie Le Pen, leader of
the far right national front in
France, spoke at a rally of 15,000
people. He summed up my view
on the Persian Gulf Crisis in one
question. "Do we want our soldiers dying for billionaire emirs
and advocates of Islamic fundamentalism?" His answer, and
mine, is-quite simply "no."

Advartising/Marketing/PR . The Arts
Comparative Legal Systsms • European
Economy and Politics 'Management/
Eecnomfcs/Financs • Journalism/Broadcast/
Rim • Politics and International Ralatkms
Psychology and Social Policy

LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON

Madia • Public Relations • Business • Advertising
Tourism «. Fashion - The Arts * Government,

Politics • Buainass/Economics ' Legal Systems
International Relations • Journaiisrn'Communi<
cation* i Hoallh Fluids • Th« Arts

For program details complete
the coupon below and mail it to;
Boston University
Internationa! Programs
232 Bay Stale Road
Boston, MA 0221S
617/353-9888

Each internship program includes: up
to 16 Boston University semester-hour
credits, full-time internships, course
work taught by local faculty, centrally
located housing, and individualized
placements for virtually every academic
interest.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
An equtf/ opportunity
affirmative action institution

Name__
Address.
. State.
City
College/University.
.Summer

.Fall

.Zip

Spring 19 —

_ _ London Internship Programme
, the Arts
Comparative Legal Systems
„ European Economy and Politics
ManSgemenUEconofnics/Finance
Psychology and Social Policy
Politics and International Relations
Advertfsinfl/PFt/Marketing
Journalism/Broadcast/RIm
.
Paris Internship Program
Washington internship Program
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Announcements
GENERAL
Trinity has established a recorded
information lines that enables the
public to get details at any time
about cultural events on campus.
Calling 297-2001 puts the caller in
touch with daily events, weekly
events, information on contacting
the Austin Arts Center box office
and Cinestudio. Also, directions to
the campus will be provided.
Jesters is looking for a creative Tshirt design for its members to wear.
The winner receives a T-Shirt of
his/her own design and a ten dollar
gift certificate to the Congress Roiisserie. Please keep designs simple
and a max of two colors. Please
submit all entries to Larisa at box
1026 by October 3. (Winner will be
notified on October 10)
Trinity Student Tour of the USSR
and Poland 1991 will take place
January 2-19, 1991. The tour will
go to Helsinki, Moscow, Leningrad,
Vilnius, Warsaw, and Krakow/
Auschwitz. Students interested
should contact Dr. Kassow or Dr.
West (sign up list located at Seabury
12C).
To all those interested in joining
Trinity's longstanding Drama Club,
come to the meeting this Wednesday October 3 at 8 pm in the Austin
Arts Center Green Room.

res
or|
att
coi

The Connecticut Poetry Circuit will be
selecting several undergraduates poets
to tour colleges to read their own poetry.
Trinity has a contest to determine its
nominee. Students interested in entering Trinity's contest must submit five
copies of four pages of poetry by 4:00
pm on Thursday, October 11 to Hugh
Ogden in the English Department. The
student's name should not be on the
poems but should be printed with his/
her address, telephone number and year
in college on a separate sheet attached to
the poems.

me

A Dynamic
Career in Publishing
Starts with
Our M.A. Program

Professor Randy Lee will hold a discussion about applying to graduate
schoolsin psychology and psych related
fields on Thursday, October 11 at 7 pm
in Life Science, room 134. All are welcome.
Undergraduate student eligible for financial aid wanted as Research Assistant, to participate in manuscript preparation and research in literature and
psychology and Women's Studies between October 1990 and May 1991.
The position involves typing, proof
reading, editing of texts on a computer,
and other duties. It offers many opportunities for learning, flexible hours (5-6
per week distributed over several days),
and pays $4.75 per hour. Verbal aptitude, prior experience in manuscript
preparation, and knowledge of
WordPerfect 5.0 preferred. Position
requires knowledge of how to use the

The Gallatin Division of New York University
offers a Master of Arts degree
with a concentration in Publishing Studies.
Fellowships are available.
;

To find out about
{jallatin's Publishing Studies
curriculum and fellowships,
the Director of Admissions and Recruitment
will be on campus
Wednesday, October 3
6 - 7:30 p.m.
Rittenberg Lounge
Professional School Day

7JHVERSTIY
^

tfj

J

ATR1VATE UNIVERSITY IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE

New York University is an affirmntive action / equol opportunity institution.

IMU
THE CHECKERBOARD BED AND BREAKFAST

UyV\[t
P. O. Box 340441
Hartford.CT
06134-0441

(203) 246-6270

Be the Master of Your
Master's Degree
At the Gallatin Division of
New York University,
you can create a graduate program
tailored to your individual academic interests,
To find out about
Gallatin's M.A. Program
in Individualized Study,
the Director of Admissions and Recruitment
will be on campus
We<lnesday, October 3

6 -7:30 p.m.
R ttenberg Lounge
]Prof essional School Day

v oViORK
. New York University is an affirmative action / equal opportunity institution.
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Announcements
resources or the lnnity library,
organizational skills, and careful
attention to detail. To apply,
contact Dianne Hunter, Department of English, 115 Vernon
Street, Room 206 on Thursdays
between 9 am - noon.
Listen to Trinity football every
Saturday of the season on WRTC
89.3 FM.
RECEPTIONS
All English Majors and Prospective English Majors: On Thursday October4from 4:45-6:15 pm,
there will be an informal get-together and a chance for question
and answer session with English
Department Faculty at the Koeppel Student Center. Refreshments
will be served.

"The Abyssinian Birds of Louis
Agassiz Fuertes," reproductions
of watercolors by the American
illustrator and naturalist. To be
held through December 15 in the
Watkinson Library, A Floor in
the Library.
"Complaints and Cures: The
Search for Health in the 19th
Century America." Watkinson
Library, A Floor in the Library.
To be held through February 15.
THEATER
Sunday, October 7 — "The Duel
of Orlando and Ferrau" presented
by the Macri-Weil Sicilian Puppet Theater at 2 pm in the Goodwin Theater. Sponsored by the
Barbieri Endowment for Italian
Culture.

LECTURES
Professor John Williams of the
Classics Department, Dean of
Students David Winer, andDonna
Van Haren, advisor to the Trintiy
Christian Fellowship will lead a
panel discussion entitled "Religion at Trinity: Past, Present, and
Future" on Friday, October 5 in
Wean Lounge at 2 pm. Students,
parents and faculty welcome.
"Word and Print at the Red Hen
Press," an illustrated talk by
Shirley Jones, proprietor of the
Red Hen Press of Surrey, England. Jones is also a poet, translator and graphic artist. To be held
at 8 pm on Monday, October 8in
the Watkinson Library.
"Thirty Years of Armed Struggle:
The Battle for Self-Determination in Northern Eithiopi a" by Dr.
Tesfai Ghermazien, deputy representative to the United States
for the Eritrean's People's Liberation Front. The lecture will be
held at 8 pm in the Washington
Room on Tuesday, October 9.
"Electrophysiology: An Interdisciplinary Science: Basic Concepts and Application" by Professor of Applied Science Joseph
Bronzino. The lecture willbe
held at 4 pm in the Faculty Club in
Hamlin Hall on Wednesday,
October 10.
The Biomedical Engineering
Seminar Series presents Dr. Char- les Robinson, Associate Director
of Rehabilitation Research and
Development of Hines VA Hospital in Chicago. He will be speaking on Rehabilitation Engineering at 7:15 pm on Wednesday,
October 17 in the McCook Auditorium.

Heath Anthology

continuedfrom page 5

ars at Yale, they were enthusiastic," said Lauter. "Then I sent letters to as many poeple in the
profession as I could, asking what they thought should be included. I received 500 responses with
ideas for authors, stories, and poems."
Along the way, Lauter got support from not only from fellow scholars but from the College as
well.
"Trinity has been very supportive of the entire project. The support it has given shows that the
college is interested in new ideas and that it encourages its faculty to look at new ideas," he said.
The project also received funding from the Federal IP for Secondary Education, grants from the
Rockefeller Foundation and the Lilly Endowment, and support the University of California, Los Angeles.
Lauter himself is not new to the publishing world. He edited Reconstructing American Literature, published in 1983, a book which discusses some of the ideas manifested in the Heath volume.
The anthology project, which has been in progress since 197 9, is far from completed. Anew printing, with corrections, has already been produced, and Lauter and his team will soon start work on the
next edition.

Tripod Staff Meeting Tonight, 7 PM Jackson
Basement =========== BE THERE !!

fd^nevph^
H such an incredible diierence in my academic and worldngli
Miriam Stall
B.A. History, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Business

"I became a Macintosh convert in business school.
'At our computer lab I'd always find lines of people
waiting to use die Macintosh computers, while other computers just sat there. So I had a choice: wait for a Macintosh,
or come back at 6 A.M to grab one before they'd all be taken.
"After business school, I took a job at a large bank and
used my Macintosh for producing everything from spreadsheets
to a company newsletter.
Macintosh to help me run my own
merit consulting firm,"When I give a presion, I can see in people's faces that
y're really impressed And that makes
nefeelgreat.
,
"Sometimes I take Friday off, put
my Macintosh and skis in the car, and
head for me mountains. I ski days
and work nights. It's perfect.
• '.
"Ifou know, I cant say where I'll
be infive,ten, or fifteen years, but I
can say that my Macintosh will be
there with me!' \

READINGS
Thursday, October 11 — Rainbow Sound reading featuring
author, lecturer and poet Grace
Paley. Also reading will be poet
and activist Janice Mirikitani.
The reading will take place in the
Goodwin Theater of the Austin
Arts Center.

For further information,
visit Nancy Sowa in the
Life Sciences Center, Room 142
or call 297-2571

DANCE
Sunday, October 7 — Excerpts
from a new dance theater piece
titled "Distant Voices- Coming
Near" choerographed by Judy
Dworin, chairperson of the theater and dance department. It will
be held at 7 pm in the Koeppel
Student Center.
EXHIBITS
Recent paintings and drawings by
Gwen Kerber, a visiting professor
of sudio arts at Trinity. Exhibit
held through October 26 at the
Widcner Gallery, Austin Arts
Center from 1-5 pm.

Why do people love Macintosh'1?
Ask them.

£•1900 Appla Computer, tnc Apple, Die Apolo logo,
and Macintosh pie registered trodoroartis of Apfile Computer. Inc
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College Life
Little Or No Improvement In Educational Performance
By U.S. Students
every three weeks in all their
i B y DENNIS KELLY
USA TODAY
WASHINGTON — The
public continues to shield itself
from the bleak news that there has
been little or no improvement in
educational performance by U.S.
students the past 20 years, a new
report says.
The National Assessment of
Educational Progress, a project
created by Congress, on Wednesday issued a report compiling 20
years of results from congressionally required tests that show student performance "is low and not
improving," says Emerson Elliott
of the Education Department.
The summary on tests in the
threeR's as well as history, civics
and:
geography says:
—Some ground lost in the 1970s
was regained in the 1980s, but
that overall, students perform no
differently now than they did two
decades earlier.
— Minorities have made considerable progress closing the

skills gaps with white students,
but differences "remain unacceptably large."
— Very few students "use their
minds well." They grasp facts,
butmiss the relationships between
events. In history, for example,
84 percent of eighth graders knew
how Abraham Lincoln died; only
25 percent knew his goal in the
Civil War was to preserve the
Union.
— Students have improved in
basic skills—the target of a flood
of
competency tests that schools
implemented in the 1970s, but
only 5 percent to 8 percent of 17year-olds demonstrate skills required in demanding jobs or
needed for college work.
The data aren't new. What was
new was the strength of criticism
policymakers directed at states,
educators and parents for not responding.
"This kind of data ought to be a
cold shower for the nation," said
Chester E. Finn, Jr., outgoing
chairman of the National Assessment Governing Board, which

oversees the NAEP. "But almost
every American is walking under
their own private umbrella" thinking their schools and teachers are
fine, while all others are bad.
Education Secretary Lauro F.
Cavazos said parents and educators have failed to insist that students do things known to improve
education. He said most students:
—• Read no more than 10 pages
a day.
— Spend only one hour a day on
homework. .
:— Write fewer than one paper

classes.
— Avoid rigorous math and
science classes.
The report was issued on the
first anniversary of the adoption
of six national education goals by
President Bush and U.S. governors.
"The prognosis (of achieving
those goals) is it's not going to
happen unless things change,"
says Christopher T. Cross, assistant secretary for educational research and improvement.

"There seems to be a certain
degree of apathy on the part of the
American public about this problem," the body of the report said,
blaming some of it "on the overly
rosy reports of local successes
that may be creating a false sense
of security."
"The truth may be that relatively few children are receiving
the education they need for life in
the 21st century," the report said.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY!
Apple College Information Network

Students Informed But Don't Vote

talk more about war. With soldier their parents. They came of age
friends already in Iraq and a chance under a Reaganesque worship of
he'll be there after graduation next individual freedom, not a collecspring, he clearly has the world on tive consciousness in which govSOUTH BEND, Ind. — Eric his mind.
ernment plays a key role.
Terashima, 21, is a symbol of the
But voting isn't.
"A lot of people were brought
times, sitting in his ROTC camou"It's like you have good inten- up in the tradition of active govflage fatigues in a window well tions but you never get around to ernment," says Mike Eby, aNotre
overlooking the placid campus of it," says the psychology major Dame senior from South Bend.
Notre Dame University.
from Fountain Valley, Calif. "I "My generation has become so
Since the Iraq crisis began, he don't trust my knowledge (of the complacent. It's the status-quo
has begun watching the news more issues) and I don't trust" politi- generation. It's sad, really."
carefully and he and his friends cians.
Garin says young citizens find
The mothers and fathers of politics "confusing and compliTerashima's generation marched cated, not meant for people like
to the 1960s drumbeat: "Turn on, them to understand. And we've
tune in, drop out." Terashima's made a national sport over the last
ual using LSD is not from the across the country."
generation has simply tuned out. 15 years of ridiculing politicians."
HByTIMLANDIS
genre of going back to the '60s;
DEA does not yet separate arAs few as one in six of the 26
It's not surprising, then, young
Gannett News Service
it's young people," said Thomas rests for LSD from the general million eligible voters from 18- to
people
are cynical about their
O'Grady, a deputy chief in the category of arrests for dangerous 24-years-old will vote Nov. 6,
parents'
politics and tired of the
LSD, a drug of choice in the dangerous drugs section of the drugs, including cocaine, mari- experts predict. Those over 55 are
'60s worship pervading Ameripsychedelic '60s, is making a Drug Enforcement Administra- juana and heroin,
three times more likely to vote.
can culture.
tion.
comeback... ,
The last federal seizure of a
The generation of adults under
"It was a time of extreme pasIt is not yet the headline-grabToday's LSD—lysergic acid laboratory that was producing the 30 "knows less, cares less, votes
sion,"
says Eby, who was 5 when
bing scourge that "crack" cocaine diethylamide — is less powerful drug was in 1981 in Seattle. Fedhas become, but federal authori- and less plentiful, O'Grady said. eral undercover agents suspect a less and is less critical of its lead- Richard Nixon left office. "The
ers and institutions than young
ties and drug education groups
The government classifies LSD new laboratory is operating in the people in the past," says a recent '80s—when we grew up—were
a decade of 'me' and the status
say LSD is showing up along the as a dangerous hallucinogen. San Francisco area.
study by the Times Mirror Center quo... The '60s are romanticized,
same smuggling routes favored Nationwide, emergency room
Last month, 14,000 "hits" for the People and the Press, a peace and love. But now we're
by cocaine and marijuana dealers. admissions for "bad trips" from
of acid were seized in a polling firm. Authors warn of a seeing the dark side of the '60s."
The trend seems to have origi- • LSD have increased 43 percent (doses)
central
raid and three "citizenship crisis" in which
:
Notre Dame Student President
nated. this time — just as before since 1985 DEA figures — but suspects Illinois
were arrested. Early this "America's youth are alarmingly Robert Pasin bristles at the sug— in San Francisco, the birth- because LSD has just begun to year,
80,000 hits were confiscated ill-prepared to keep democracy gestion that his generation is lazy
place of the '60s psychedelic reappear, statistics are somewhat in Maine.
.
alive in the 1990s and beyond."
or turned off, and argues that his
movement, but there have been misleading, O'Grady said.
Drug users appear to be experiBut that and other recent sur- generation "definitely" would
big LSD seizures in Illinois and
LSD once was used for the treatMaine this year, and caches turned ment of mental disorders until it menting with LSD because of veys also show a deep resentment become politically active if a
up this year in Chicago, Denver, was banned in the late 1960s. The relentless warnings about the among young people toward their shooting war breaks out.
Dallas, Seattle and Phoenix. It drug fell out of favor with users in dangers of cocaine, anational drug parents' generation, focusing on
"People understand now more
education group says.
everything from the divorce rate thehorribleness of war, rather than
also has shown up in Europe and the early 1970s, O'Grady said.
"People
are
turning
to
drugs
they
to their experiences as latchkey the John Wayne, the real clean
Australia.
"There's a tremendous amount.
will not hurt them as much children, to negative politics.
war," he says.
Users, say experts, are mostly about LSD we don't know," he think
cocaine," said Cathy
Brenda Spyuchalski, 24, who
in their teens and 20s — the chil- said. "We do know it's coming as
Former vice presidential candiMcCowen, with the Parents'
dren of flower children.
back. Seizures are being made Resource Institute for Drug Edu- works for a stockbroker by day date Geraldine Ferraro, at Notre
and attends Indiana University- Dame recently to give a speech,
"We're finding that the individ- with increasing regularity all cation, in Atlanta.
South Bend at night, says people
The craze for '60s clothes, music her age are turned off by negative says Iraq "is on their minds ...
and art also appears to have politics and never quite know who they're all concerned."
But she says recession and
boosted the popularity of drugs
is telling them the truth.
pocketbook issues — not Iraq —
from that era, McCowen said.
"Too much slandering goes on," would more likely propel the
"The younger generation is not • she says.
young generation into activism.
aware of the dangers. To them it's
Some experts say it's wrong to
Ironically, the main component
very nostalgic," she said.
assume this new generation of of modern campaigns — TV
Butunlikethe '60s, when Timo- citizens is too lazy or self-cen- advertising — could speak most
thy Leary toured the country tout- tered to become involved in po- loudly to this generation that is
ing LSD's mind^expanding quali- litical issues.
tuning politics out. This is the first
ties, another powerful motive
Curtis Gans, director of the generation to be raised in a global
seems to be at work this time — nonpartisan Committee for the
TV village, from CNN to satellite
profit.
Study of the American Elector- rock concert benefits for famine
"We're seeing the drug come ate, says young people make a victims.
back because of the price, andit's statement by shunning politics:
But Gans says the very medium
easy to conceal," said Tom Kelley, "It is a rational response to what
that connects them to the world
a DEA agent in the Illinois bust. they see."
also works against grass-roots
LSD most commonly is sold in
Democratic pollster Geoffrey
paper blotter sheets of 100frits,at Garin says many young people political involvement. "The unal$3 to $5 a hit, making it easier to are involved in issues or causes loyed benefitofTVisthatit brings
hide than bricks of cocaine or like recycling, but shun traditional the world into your living room,"
Gans says. "The downside of that
bales of marijuana.
politics because they were raised
The three key suspects in the in an anti-government aura under is that it brings you into your
Illinois arrest — all in their early Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan. living rooms."
. ©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY!
to
"I'm not saying these people Apple College Information Netmid-2Qs,-r-.in $50,000 in a busy are uninvolved," Garin says.
work
week, Kelley said.
"They're just not involved in
©Copyright 1990, USATODAY/ politics."
GUNNERS
Apple College Information NetOften derisively called "baby
work
•
FOOTBALL!
busters" or the MTV generation,
V, Norwich City
18- to 24-year-olds have no connection to the New Deal activist
Sat. October 6
government o f the j r grandparents,
Marcy E. Mullins, Gannett News Service
or the struggles over civil rights
At Highbury
and the Vietnam War that faced
@ By CHUCK RAASCH
USATODAY

LSD Coming Back To College
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College Life
Anti-Semitism at U. Wisconsin- Madison
i B y MARY MARKLEIN
Gannett News Service
MADISON, Wis. — A recent
rash of behavior has shaken this
campus community, long known
for liberalism and tolerance.
Since summer, police have
handled more than 20 complaints
— for
name-calling, graffiti on Jewish
fraternities and sororities, and
broken windows at synagogues.
Severed brake lines also were
discovered on a school bus for a
Jewish camp.
"It's kind of out of character for
Madison," says David Margulies,
20, a senior at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, where about
4,000 students — about 9 percent
of the student population — are
Jewish. Usually, he says, "People
feel they're free to be who they

are, (but) all of a sudden we've
got this horrible, filthy antisemitism."
Last Wednesday, while he attended sundown services for the
Jewish New Year at the campus
Jewish center, police stood guard
outside. The measure was taken
for protection, not as a reaction to
threats.
What's puzzling is no one can
identify what spurred the attacks.
No one has been apprehended.
Nor is there evidence that the
incidents are part of an organized
effort..
"We're groping for reasons,"
says Rabbi Jan Brahms of Temple
Beth El. "Nothing seems to be
tied together, and that's what's
really giving us a great deal of
confusion."
On campus, the reaction has
ranged from anger to disbelief,

says senior Ian Lapp, a founder of
the student Jewish Coalition.
Many students "have never
experienced the magnitude of
persecution that they have felt in
the last few weeks," he says,
because most grew up in predominantly Jewishneighborhoods, and
their only brush with anti-Semitism came from reading the newspaper.
"Now what I read in newspaper is reality," says Lapp.
Lapp says his group has encouraged students to respond to
the attacks with pride rather than
fear. "We're not going to back
down from attending this university and acting as a Jewish student
on this university."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information Network

Doctors Warn of Risk in Using Diet Pills
i B y SHERRY JACOBSON
Gannett News Service
WASHINGTON — Diet pills
have become such a mainstay of
college students, particularly
among women, that experts have
begun warning against overdosage and possible side effects from
combining the pills with other
drugs.
"There is increasing danger of
overdosage by the more desperate young women who feel they
must lose weight quickly," said
Dr. Arthur Vener, a social psychologist at Michigan State University in East Lansing and a leading researcher on diet pill usage.
"Some women take double or
triple the recommended dosage."
Diet pills have been linked to a
variety of side effects from insomnia to strokes, said several
researchers, who question the
continued government approval
of phenylpropanolamine hydrochloride (PPA), which is contained in many over-the-counter
diet preparations. The compound
acts,as an appetite suppressant.
The debate over PPA and particularly its use in diet pills will be
reviewed Monday by a House
panel investigating problems in
the diet industry.
The Food and Drug Administration approved PPA for dietary
products in 1979.
Since then, researchers have questioned its effectiveness and possible adverse side effects.
The FDA says it is reviewing
new research on the drug and will
issue a decision within the next
year. Until then, federal officials

have urged consumers to follow
label directions and not exceed
recommended dosages.
Vener's studies of diet pill usage with Dr. Lawrence Krupka, a
Michigan State biologist, found
that nearly 30 percent of female
college students, agedl8 to 21,
used them in a given year. Their
diet surveys among nearly 3,000
Michigan students in the early
1980s were the first to demonstrate possible widespread abuse
of the over-the-counter diet treatments.
"We found that almost 10 percent of the women who consider
themselves to be slightly underweight had used diet pills. That is
shocking," said Krupka, who will
testify Monday. "Many times,
women are really caught up in
trying to maintain an extremely
slim silhouette, almost like a
mannequin."
Some researchers are convinced
that there are widespread problems related to juvenile dieting,
including eating disorders, physical maladies and even death.
"There is a significant amount
of misuse of diet products by
young adults and teens who are
mixing diet pills with other
agents," such as cough medicines,
said Dr. Paul Raford, a family
practice physician assignedby the
U.S: Public.Health Service to
study medical problems related to
dieting. He currently is working
with the House Subcommittee on
Health and Environment, which
called the hearing.
Dieting teens were once thought
to use diet pills for about three
weeks at a time. However, recent
studies indicate that women, as

TRIPOD STAFF
MEETING
Tonight 7 pm

well as girls as young as 12 years,
use the drugs for up to six months.
The longer the usage of PPA,
the greater the potential for side
effects, Raford said. "There have
been a significant number of reports on side effects ranging from
insomnia and headaches to strokes
and kidney damage. The more
serious problems, admittedly, are
rare, but they are repeatedly reported in medical literature."
In 1988, the Drug Abuse Warning Network reported about 1,5 00
adverse reactions to PPA that were
treated that year in emergency
rooms across the country. However, the number of adverse reactions could be three times as high,

Rising Fraternity
Membership
Fraternity chapters on 805
campuses in the USA and
Canada have risen to 5,328
from 4,500 since 1984.
Fraternity membership:
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Source: National
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Keith Carter, GNS
according to the American Society of B ariatric Physic ians, a group
of about 1,000 doctors who specialize in obesity treatment.
"The adverse side effects of PPA
arc grossly underreported if you
look only at emergency room
cases," said Dr. Denise Bruner,
an Arlington, Va., internist and
member of the society.

"When you consider the calls to
poison control centers and complaints to the National Institutes
of Health, you'll findthere's about
47,000 reports from reactions in a
year," she said, "Somebody needs
to do something aboutit."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY!
Apple College Information Network

There will be a meeting for all
Students interested in
THE TRINITY/LA MAMA
PERFORMING ARTS SEMESTER
IN NEW YORK CITY
on Monday, October 8th
at 4:30 pm in Seabury 47
Come meet with Leo Shapiro, Program Director

LEARN ABOUT THIS
EXCITING PROGRAM!!

Don't Forget

90
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Arts
Jeffrey Walker Not Your Usual Theater
Man At The Helm Of
The Austin Arts Center
(Hartford, Conn.) Jeffry
Walker of East Orange, New Jersey has been appointed director of
the Austin Arts Center. He succeeds John Woolley, who is now
director of facilities planning and
.management at Trinity.
Before coming to Trinity,
Walker was the managing director of the American Festival
Theatre for the 1990 Festival
Fringe in Edinburgh, Scotland.
"The Austin Arts Center's
events and programs can be among
the most important ways that
Trinity College expresses its
commitment to the community,"
Walker said.
Walker holds amaster of fine
arts degree from Ohio University
and has taught theater arts at Drew
University and Bucknell University. From 1982-85, he was the
managing director of the Mandell
Theatre at Drexel University. He
has numerous acting and writing
credits and a wide range of expe-

rience in theatrical production
design. •
He received a National Endowment for the .Humanities
summer fellowship for study of
Japanese theater in 1981. ' His
research and writing was the basis
for "Minamata," a verse-drama
about a Japanese industrial poisoning tragedy staged at Bucknell
in 1982. Currently, the screenplaay which he co-authored on
the same subject is in its final
stages of development with an
independent film producer.
"I am enthusiastic about my
new responsibilities at Trinity,"
Walker said. "It's a unique opportunity to work with a community of artists and educators and
to bring my own creative and
teaching background to this
important arts administration in
Hartford."
*Look forward to an interview with Mr.Walker in an
upcoming Tripod.

Jefferson St. Thrift
Shop
64 Jefferson St., Hartford

Pacific Heights
When was the last time you
saw a suspense thriller so gripping that you clenched your armrests, gritted your teeth, and
peeked through your fingers?
Odds are that the last time anyone
saw a suspense thriller as good as
Pacific Heights was when they
saw Vertigo or Rear Window on
late night TV.
The newly-released Pacific
Heights, directed by James G.
Robinson, is mesmerizing. The
performances are excellent.
Melanie Griffith and Matthew

Modine are superb as a couple
who buys and restores a large
Victorian house in San Fransisco.
A dark, mysterious, and wealthy
Michael Keaton rents an appartment from them and then the
trouble starts. A cute couple, a big
old house, and a psychopathic
tennant - the plot spins and scares
the hell out of the audience. The
direction, score, even the dialogue
and tone perfectly add to the crecendo of the film.
Hitchcock is smiling. See
Pacific Heights. Period.

Eememher to register to wote
-in Mather
-In flte Cave
this week
sponsored by Trinity ConnPIRG

Don't forget to pay us a
visit. Something old,
something borrowed,
something barely used.

GUITAR LESSON
ixpert instruction by
experienced teacher.
$18/45 minutes.
. Peter Cocolla
521-3142

Do you think we
can do better?
Tell us.

Write to
Box 1310

HOLIDAY HEALTH CLUB
1031 New Britain Ave.

West Hartford
SPECIAL OFFER:
25%.savings' for allTrinity College faculty and students
October 11-18,1990
For information, contact Stephanie Sona or Pat 935-5779
Prices as low as $19/month
GIVE HOLIDAY HEALTH CLUB A LOOK . . .
IT WILL DO YOUR BODY RIGHT.
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Arts
Hartford Stage Provides Strength With Our Country's Good
land, they are flogged, chastised,
and humiliated; the poor criminals must pay for their deviance
"Man is free, yet everywhere and the aristocratic soldiers must
he is in chains", wrote the great exercise their dominance.
Brutal, abrasive, and aggreseighteenth century social contract •
theorist Rousseau. Though his sive, the convicts spit, fight, and
words ring true - man may be a shout. They disobey and bicker,
slave to his allotted birth and acting as savages and convincundetermined fate - the spirit of ing their commanders that their
man may be enlivened, if not re- lives are ineffectual and that their
rebellious conduct stems from
deemed, by the theater.
Saturday night's East Coast an inherent evil and not sociopopremiere of Our Country's Good litical repression.
Captain Arthur Philip, the
at the Hartford Stage convinced
the audience of the theater's governor of the colony (as played
magical and transcendent hold. by RichardPoe), however, thinks
The play not only served to free not of corporeal punishment but
the temper but also worked to of reform. He decides to allow
the convicts to rehearse and perstimulate the mind.
form a play for purposes of diBased on the novel The Playversion and discovery of human
maker by Thomas Keneally, Our
possibility. His idea is greeted as
Country's Good tells the historiabsurd, for most of the prisoners
cally-accurate tale of a group of
cannot read or even control themdowntrodden and barbaric conselves, yet after executed, transvicts who in 1788 are sentenced to
forms each of the deviant's
exile in Sydney, Australia. Acdemeanors.
companied by members of the
As actors (and we as audience
Royal Marines, they travel from
members
watching their performtheir English homeland to the
experimental colony of New South ance), they allow themselves to
Wales. There, in an unfamiliar play, to dream, to escape, and

most importantly, to obey their
own will.
Our Country's Good, written
by Timberlake Wertenbaker, was
first performed by the Royal Court
Theatre in London and received
the Olivier Award for the Best
Play (the British "Tony").
Saturday's performance in Hartford deserves similar esteem.
To begin, the set designed by
Christopher Barreca, proved fantastic in its clever economy, offering an interesting metaphorical tinge: the whole ceiling of the
theater was formed by nearly a
hundred hanging nooses of rope.
Director Mark Lamos too merits
recognition for his adept blocking
and subtle yet poignant emphasis
on the transmundane nature of the
theater.
The first act moves swiftly and
loudly, presenting fine dramatic
performances from Stephen Ro we
(Midshipman Harry Brewer) and
light comic amusement from F.
Smith-Cameron (Dabby Bryant).
Rowe's character, who is responsible the hangings of many convicts, must confront intense feelings of personal blame and re-

mBy COURTNEY SFERRO
Arts Writer

$ FORBIDDEN FORTUNE

sponsibility. He, like many of the
criminals, is guilty of stealing
goods and must ask himself if he
is any less deserving of ridicule
and punishment than the grubby
underclass he oversees. Ghosts
haunt his psyche, and his drunken
yet striking acting intrigues.
Act two also entertains as it
resolves questions of criminal
labeling, of innate human goodness, and of individual self worth.
Both Tracey Ellis
(as Mary
Brenham) and Helen Carey (as
Liz Morden) delight and dominate. These two criminal women
- one shy and shamed and one
bold and brutish - each gains selfawareness and self-confidence on
the colony's stage. The play
reaches its climax as the women
look inward, redeem their humanity, and teach the crowd the meaning of their rehearsed lines:
"Where there is life, their ishope,"
Overall, Our Country's Good
marks a strong and significant
opening for the Hartford Stage's
1990-91 season. The play - which
runs until November third - should
be seen. You will leave the theater charged by the triumph of the

human spirit and the exceptional
magic of a theatrical play-withina-play. Just as Mary Brenham
urges her fellow convicts to escape to their imaginations by
saying, "This is the theater. We
will believe you", you too will
believe.

Support the
Trinity Arts
by Writing
For Them '.
Call X2583

The
Tripod
Office

$

$30,000.00 PER MONTH EVERY MONTH!
D n r Friend,
1 challenge you lo join me In > totally
"UNIQUE" Money-Malting: venture thai
could change your life forever, and (how you
how to begin earning $30,000.00 per month,
every month. 1 GUARANTEE 1TI1 (See The
J50.00 Challenge) 1 have laid out this plan in
great detail in a step by step manual that even
> child could follow. I know a 67 year old
woman in Florida who purchased my manual
ml la:t month she made over S3J.OOO.00.
You could be ncxtl Last month I made
J33.2S3.75 just by working 12 hours per
week. This month I expect to earn over
535,000.00 and take a 3 week vacation in
Hawaii. This program has never been onered
before and I will not offer It again. You
cannot afford to pass up this opportunity.
TWi revohillonary money-making method is
in demand everywhere, yet few people even
know it exists. Within 30 days you can be
enjoying 530,000.00 a month, every month.
Don't Envy me Join mel
Imagine, never again having to worry
•bout your financial siatus. Imagine
Purchasing that special home for your family
or driving a Brand New Mercedes. All this
and much more are now possible for you to
achieve, with my easy to follow Deluxe
Program. When you order my Deluxe
Program today, I will offer you FREE,
unlimited, telephone consultation. Included
in my manual is my unpublished phone
number for your personal use. Call anytime
and I will be happy to help you with any
questions.
No, this h u nothing to do with Real
Kilate, playing the Lottery or Gambling. It is
PERFECTLY LEGAL and does not require
« special talent or long hours. It's very
unusual and uniquely designed For each
person that uses II. There Is no "face to face"
«Ulng or large investment required. It's a
"Money Making Program" that has a proven
record and it is extremely profitable.

NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY
1 started my program for under $15.00 and
you can do the same. It's as valid now as II
was 2 years ago, In fact, with the trend of Ihe
Nation's economy loday, my program Is even
more of a success.

START FROM THE PRIVACY
OF YOUR OWN HOME
I put my "Deluxe Money-Making
Program" Into operation from my apartment
2 years ago, while working a full time job.
Last year I deposiled over $625,000.00 Into
my checking account. My accountant In New
York has my financial statement in his office
to prove It. I now own my own home in the
most prestigious part of town,

TAKE THE $50.00 CHALLENGE

HERE'S PROOF

I am about to offer what no one else canl
Order my Secret Money-Making System
Today and if you are not making at least
$30,000.00 following my system, send it back
for a full refund. PLUS, I will send you i n
additional 550.00 simply for trying my
program. You hive nothing lo line and
everything 10 gain. Either you make
$30,000.00 or I pay you $50.00 for just trying
my program. Supplies are limited. 1 will
honor orders only until my supply has run
out. If I receive your order after I have run
out of manuals I will simply return your
order with my Regrets. You Must Order
Today To Ensure Your Copy Of My Secret
Money-Making Program.

K.C. Houston, Tx. File IDS I was working 2
jobs and just barely getting by. I began using
your program 2 months ago and I now make
more money in I month than 1 did ail last
year, Thank-you so much for your easy lo
operate program.

M.I. Sterling, Ya. File 121'SIhaveneverseen
a program so easy to operate as yours.
Believe me I have sent for numerous so called
get rich schemes, None of them worked and
they Just cosi me money. I started your
program for less than S10.0O and I now earn
over $24,000.00 per month, Thank-you so
much.

WHY ONLY $18.00 DOLLARS?
Obviously, I could earn much more money
by offering my deluxe money-making
program at a much higher price. But I am not
interested in immediate short term profits. I
honestly want to help and show a select few
people this outstanding opportunity. The
people who most need this Deluxe MoneyMaking Program, could not afford it if it was
too expensive. I have priced il so that anyone
who has any serious interest in becoming a
financial success can have the chance. It's all
up to you! In fact, I will pay you $50.00 jusl
to try my Deluxe Money-Making Program,
You deserve more for yourself and your
family. ORDER today, your satisfaction is
guaranteed.

C.C. Albany, NY File 127) Thank you very
much for allowing me .the opportunity to
participate in your "Deluxe Money-Making
Program." It has changed my entire life. I
deposited HS,500.0O in my checking account
last month.

TJ. Stuart, Fl File 1311 /'was skeptical when
I heard about your program. I thought it was
one of those get rich quick schemes lo con
people, I figured "what the heck, either I
make Ihe money you say or I gel my money
back plus S50.00. Well was 1 wrong." To
think, I almost passed this opportunity up. I
now earn more money in one month than I
made all last year. Thank you Ron.

If coupon Is missing write your name and
address on1 a piece of paper along with $ 18.00
plus $2.00 shipping and handling and send to:
PDC Corporation
Chenango Rd,
New Hirllord, NY 13413
(

| DON'T TAKE MY WORD FOR IT | j
Perhaps you have sent for some worthless
get rich schemes In the pasl. So many ads
promise you everything, bul In reality you get
nothing. 1 guarantee you sucess or I will pay
you JS0.00 for Juii Irving my program. You
can't lose. Read what Mark Preston a noted
author and publisher on home opportunities,
has to say about my "Deluxe Money-Making
Program".

PRC Cwpwaltoii
CVn.»,» Rd.
New Hutford, NV IJ4IJ

Dtar Ron,
I'd be crazy not to try your system. I
understand If I don'l Mart miking 33O.0OO per
month I can return your Manual for a fall
refund plus an additional SJO.OO Tor just trying
ynur Deluxe Money-Making System. On [hat
basis hers is my SI8.00
„

Name
"Ron, you of/er an outstanding
opportunity. I don't understand why.you
don't
Oar/e more than tlt.OC bul I do understand
why you offer SS0.M to anjvnc who tries
your program. Simply, It works as you
describe. I whole heartedly recommend your
Deluxe Money-Making Program to anyone In
need of large sums of money, because Its
profitable, legitimate and proven."
—Mark Preston

Ofpt. MM

_

Address
Cily
Sule
Pleaie Include H.OT 10 c o m OO«»J< "">
handling of your package.

Trinity Arts
October 1 through October 28
Trinity Architecture —
Current Projects. Widener
Gallery, Austin Arts Center. 1
P.M, to 5 P.M. daily.
Admission is free.
October 4 through October 6
"The Love Letter"
written and' performed by
Janet Scott of of Scott Theater
Company. Garcnany Hall/
Austin Arts Center. 8 EM.
This is a performance pass
event.

Sunday, October 7
Performance of Macri-Weil
Sicilian Puppet Theater. Goodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center, 8
P.M. Admission is free.

October 11
Rainbow Sound poetry
reading featuring GracePaley ana
Janicef Mirikitaai. Gbodwin
Theatre, Austin Arts Center, 8
P.M, Admission is free:

MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL OF LAW
At And<w*r
has received airthority from the Massachusetts Boairi of
Regents to award iht degree of Juris Doctor

The Law School is Currently
Accepting Applications
for the January 1991 Entering Class
for Casio; or trodiuns Mixmjticv a * or *we

MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF LAW
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Arts
Nationally Known Presidential
Impersonator Jim Morris To Appear In
Hartford InBenefit Performance For
Real Art Ways on October 6
Acclaimed comedian and impersonator Jim Morris will be
appearing in Hartford for the first
time on Saturday, October 6, in a
performance sponsored by Real
Art Ways. The performance will^
take place at the Bronson &
Hutensky Theatre, at 233 Pearl
Street. (Box Office*: 232-1006).
Showtime is 8 PM. Admission is
$10.
Morris is the foremost political impersonator of his generation. His characterizations include
critically praised, devastating interpretations of George Bush and
Ronald Reagan, one which he
perfected over the years. [Morris
launched his second tour of duty
as First Impersonator with Bush's
inauguration, and has delighted
the President and Barbara in performance. He calls his George
Bush voice "a cross between
Liberace.JackNicholsonandMister Rogers." Morris told
Newsweek magazine, "It's going
to be a great four years—for po-

litical humorists."]
Morris has appeared numerous times on the "Tonight Show,"
as well as "Good Morning America" and CNN'S "Crossfire," and
he has earned the praise of critics
across the country. Stephen
Holden of the New York Times
writes that Morris employs "a
madcap theatricality that reminds
one strangely of Ernestine, Lily
Tomlin's spirited telephone operator." Gordon Rogoff of the
Village Voice says Morris "has a
comic' s instinct for the grotesque,
eye-popping, indelible image,"
and Arlene Schindler of the New
Fw£/>o.sfsaysthatMorris"leaves
audiences stunned and in hysterics."
Raised in Framingham,
Massachusetts, Morris has been
doing impersonations from an
early age. "I used to imitate the
principal," he says. "One time I
took over the public address system. I came on as the principal
and dismissed the students early.-

People still talk about that. It was
great."
Morris play ed Reagan in Rap
Master Ronnie, the musical revue
created by Doonesbury creator
Garry Trudeau and Elizabeth
Swados. Following a sold-out
run of his solo show at The Ballroom in New York City in the
summer of 1987, Morris has appeared on numerous national television programs, and has been
featured in People magazine and
Newsweek. Morris was a frequent
guest on Will K. Wilkins' radio
prograam in New York prior to
Wilkins' joining Real Art Ways
as Executive Director.
The evening's performance
is afundraiserforRAW'S "Space
Improvement Fund."
*Reprinted courtesy of Real
Art Ways.

HOURS FOR OPEH PERIOD
\MMoney

THE-CAVE
Friday October 12 8s00am~7'.00pm
Closed Weekends

for College

Over3 Million Students Will Qualify
For College Grants & Scholarships
• Learn the quickest & easiest ways you can
win both scholarships and financial aid awards.
• Learn how to improve your chances for a
Pell Grant
• Learn how to increase the amount of your
(guaranteed Student Loan.
• Learnhwrnuchmoneyyouaredigibletorsceive
so you on choose the schools that best suit your
truefinancialneed

October 15-19' 8s00am-7;00pm
Normal hours start Sunday night
Oct. 21 at SsOOpm

For more information anda FREE copy of

JO Ways To Stretch Your
Scholarship Chances!
fill out and mail the attached coupon TODAY!
end lot FREE ntorrnation ' ^ ^ ^ 1
Nwnc
Addran _
Tip

!
233 BOBEXZ BOAD
COLCHHSriB CT.
0S413-9967

THE FAR SIDE
Friday October 12 Closes at 2s00pj
Closed Weekends
October 15-19 Closes at 2%00pm
Normal hours start Monday
October 22 at 8s00am

Sports
Tennis Looks Strong
Despite Difficult Fortnight
1 By RICK ZEDNIK
Sports Editor
Looking at the tennis team's
record of the last fortnight, one
would think it was a period of ups
and downs, but in reality the team
is on the ups. A win, a loss, a win,
and another loss were the results
of the team's four matches over
the past two weeks. The wins were
convincing over Connecticut
College and UConn and of the
losses, one was a nail-biter loss to
Tufts and the other was a rout by
a dominant Wellesley squad.
The Camels of Conn. College came to Hartford to challenge Coach Bartlett's Bantams.
Trinity was impressive in singles
play, with striaght set wins provided by Bo Hewitt '93 (6-0,6-2)
at #2, Maria Nevares '91 (7-5,61) at #3, and Heather Watkins '91
(6-2, 6-1) at #5. The day's star
was number one player Anita Shin
'94 who outdueled Conn.
College's all-time leading winner, and a former New England
finalist, in three sets, 6-1,4-6,7-5.

Then, the Bantams took two of
the doubles matches as Shin and
Hewitt won in three sets and
Nevares and Watkins were triumphant in two.
Coming off consecutive 6-3
wins (including a victory over
Amherst the previous week), the
Bantams were well-prepared to
host last year's undefeated New
England champions, the Jumbos
of Tufts. Due to inclement
weather, all matchess were played
on the courts of Gampel Pavilion.
Trinity took the first three matches
of the day as Hewitt looked very
smooth in winning 6-2, 6-1;
Watkins bested her opponent, 64, 6-3; and Kristen Scholhamer
'94 gutted out a 3-6, 6-3, 6-2
conquest.
The tide turned, however, and
the visitors won the other three
singles matches to take a 3-3
deadlock into doubles play. The
action heated up and the suspense
rose as all three pairs matches
went to a third set. The duo of
Stephanie Voros '92 and Scholhamer gained a clutch 6-4,2-6,64 win to put the Bants within one
victory of capturing the overall

Number one player Anita Shin '94 reaches for a shot against Wellesley.

match. The exciting finale was
unfortunate for Trinity as both the
number one and two doubles tandems were felled, thus conceding
defeat to the Jumbos.
Trinity bounced back to put
on a clinic against a UConn team
which had beaten them 6-3 last
year. The Bantams waltzed
through the singles matches, prevailing in 5 out of 6 in straight
sets. Voros looked especially good
in blowing out her rival, 6-1,6-0.
Shin, Hewitt, Nevares, and Scholhamer also won. In the pairs,

Nevares and Watkins won easily
while Shin and Hewitt lost a tough
one in three sets. The 6-3 win
represented a complete 180 from
last year's score.
With a record of 3-2 and a
record of 28-17 in individual
matches, the Bantams felt ready
to take on a Wellesley team that
had trounced both of its first two
season opponents 9-0. The talent
of the powerful visitors was
immediately evident as Wellesley
jumped out to annihilate their hosts
in all six singles matches. Four of

'Photo hf E. Berkowitz

the contests were over in less than
anhourandthelongestwent 1:12.
The Bantams did not throw in the
towel as they displayed admirable
mettle by taking two of three
doubles matches. Nevares and
Watkins won in straight sets and
Shin and Hewitt took their match
in three sets. The doubles performance was a very positive sign
for the future of Coach Bartlett's
team as it heads into the remainder of the season with the worst
behind

Ducks Leave Opponents In Their Wake
Sports Staff Report

Bump!

photo by Ed Berkowitz

The road was not smooth as the volleyball team was defeated by Amherst
on Saturday.

The Trinity water polo team
began its 1990 season by scoring
impressive victories over Bates
and Colby on September 22 and
WPI last Tuesday.
In the opener the Ducks'
offense, spearheaded by hole-man
Ian Kennedy, overpowered Bates
10-4, Sophomores Ian Kennedy,
Craig Teribrink, and freshman
John Donohue each scored two
goals. "It was a solid performance by the entire team," said cocaptain Jon Knapp. "We were
driving well and really kept to the
game plan."
Trinity then edged the twoyear defending champs, Colby,
10-9 in a hard fought, physical
game. Kennedy earned five goals
and Tenbrink mustered two.
However, Trinity's relentless
defense proved to be the key to
the victory. Goalie Jon Knapp
turned in perhaps the performance of his career, blocking a
barrage of Colby shots, including
a four-meter penalty shot. Junior,
Ren Getzendanner, effectively
blocked Colby's powerful hole-

Women's Soccer Loses To Conn. Camels
B

By CARA CAHALAN
Sports Writer

The women's soccer team
took on Connecticut College, at
Trinity. The Camels defeated
Trinity i-0,in the last sixminutes.
It was apparent that the officiating would be suspect even
before the game, the referee was
complaining that Trinity's socks
were falling down and that this
was a safety hazzard. He proceded to not allow the players to
use hair bands, because they had
metal on them. This metal encompassed about half a centime-

ter, but non the less it was a danger
to the players. Throughout the
game, the officials favored Conn.
College on all penalty calls. His
final fault came on a poor call of
pushing, which allowed for a
penalty kick and a goal with 6:01
remaining.
Catherine Hewitt played
agressive offensive for Trinity,
but unfortunately the ball would
not penetrate the goal line.
Although Conn's only goal
was on a controversial penalty,
the Camels outplayed Trinity from
the opening whistle. Their agressive offensive play kept Trinity
on their toes defensively for the
entire game. At game's end,

Trinity had accumulated 19 shots
on goal, compared to the Camels'
32. The Bants did outshoot Conn
11-9 during the second half.
Defense was the key to the
game for Trinity. Lea Macaro,
Merrill Richardson, and Kris Mills
were instremental in keeping Trinity alive. Both teams' goal keepers were vital for their teams.
Allison Bolk accumulated 21
saves for Trin, and Conn goalie
Eva Cahalan came up with 17,.
This game would have been
a big win for Trinity, but unfortunately the Bants will have to wait
until ECAC's to get another
chance at Connecticut College.

man, forcing them to rely on outside shots. Other noteworthy
defensiveplayers were senior, Eric
Estes, and sophomores Pete
Cuomo and Luke McCarthy,
"This is the best we've played in
three years," said co-captain Alex
Paidas. "On offense we drove
successfully, keeping Colby's
defense moving, defensively, we
played tight on their hole-man
and cut off their drive game, forcing Colby to rely on outside shots.
Also Jon Knapp had a great day in,
goal and really kept us in it." In
their previous^encounters, Colby
defeated Trinity in the New England semi-finals in 1987 and 1988.
Last Tuesday, Trinity
outscored WPI 15-9 athorne. The
Ducks neutralized WPI's number
oneoffensivethreatand efficiently
scored on break-aways and man
up situations. Sophomore goalie
Luke McCarthy frustrated WPI
time and time again with a number of spectacular saves.
Since Tuesday, the Ducks
have played five scrimmages,
including four on Saturday in a
mini-tournament at Wesleyan.
The Ducks lost to Wesleyan and
Colby in close contests, but beat
WPI, Bates, and Babson. "The

loss to Colby was unfortunate.
We fell apart in the third quarter
and by the time we got back on
track it was too late. However,
other than those seven minutes
the team lias been outstanding,
giving 100% effort at all times.
We've seen great performances
by all the players. Offensively,
Kennedy,
Donohue, and David Lynch
are the players to watch for. Defensively we rely on Getzendanner and our two talented goalies,"
said Paidas.
Encouraged by the victories,
the Ducks are looking forward to
the rest of their season in the New
England Small College Water
Polo Conference. Sizing up the
league and Trinity's chances to
repeat their 1986 championship
season, senior Chris Goodridge
observed,"Right now Colby is OUT
main competition. It should come
down to us and them in the finals."
The Ducks look forward to
strong performances from a large
skilled class of returning sopohomore players and welcome four
talented new players, juniors,
Reiss Allen, Ben Carvalho, Jen
Webster, and freshman John
Donohue.
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Sports
Who Is the Best Player in Baseball? Ah, But Is
He the Most Valuable? Herewith Two Views.
Rickey can do it all, but the Tigers need Cecil more.
Sports Analysis by Tim Richman

Sports Analysis by Kristofer Schumacher
Rickey Henderson is the best player in baseball. Nobody dominates a game like
Rickey. How does Rickey do it? Let us count the ways:
First of all, Rickey takes his time. Each at bat is a long, drawn-out adventure. First
he'll get in the box, then he'll back out to fix his batting glove, then he'll get back in,
then he '1! back out to swing his bat a couple of times, then he 'II get in, and then, maybe
he'll let the pitcher throw to him. While he's doing this a pitcher is going absolutely
bananas. The pitcher wants to get into some kind of a rhythm, in some situation where
he feels he is in control. When Rickey is up, when pitchers are going crazy and are
- having trouble just pitching, everyone knows who is in control. Rickey completely
takes over a game before the first pitch is even thrown.
Rickey is one of the few players in baseball who can win a game with a walk, but
this fact alone does not make Rickey great. The way he gets walked is. After Rickey
gets up, its no wonder that opposing pitchers have so much trouble facing the rest of
Oakland's lineup.
When Rickey is on base, he lets everyone know who is in control. He glares ack
at opposing pitchers, daring them to throw to first. He lets the other team know that
second is his whenever he wants it.
He is also a power player. As his teammate, Jose Canseco, puts it, "The guy's
ridiculous. A leadoff hitter smoking rockets like that? How are you supposed to pitch
to him?"
.
Now we can even seeRickey dominating with his batting average. At this writing,
he is hitting .324 and is in second in the batting race. He's batted .282 over the four
previous years. Is Rickey getting better? Is he becoming more dominant?
There are Rickey' s doubters. People think Rickey is good, but not the best or that
he is the best leadoff hitter, but not the best player overall. Forget it.. .Rickey's the best.
He may not be the fastest, the most selective, the most prolific hitter, the most
powerful, the player with the best range or the best throwing arm. This is all true, but
Rickey does something that cannot be read in aboxscore—he dominates a game. True,
Canseco can hit the stuffing out of the ball, but does he drive opposing managers,
pitchers, and teams crazy like Rickey does? No way.
A question often asked of managers is who would they most like to see at bat with
two out in the bottem of the ninth with a man on second. The answer is supposed to
tellus who managers think are the best performers in the clutch. Very few, I bet, would
Say Rickey Henderson. For this reason, many people would say that Hendersion is not
thebest player in the game. These people would be overlooking the obvious. They
would be forgetting the man on second base, the best player in baseball. That man is
Rickey Henderson.

In its long history, the Most Valuable Player award has never been given to a player
from a team with a losing record. It'sabouttimethatwerechanged. I'm fighting history
with this one; but if I were able to vote, Cecil Fielder would be my automatic choice for
American League Most Valuable Player. Cecil (as in vessel) is the slugging first
baseman for the Detroit Tigers and his main competition is with the Oakland Athletics'
leftfielder-leadoff hitter extraordinaire Rickey Henderson. Fielder's Tigers are likely
to finish with a record just on the downside of .500.
Both men have the numbers to win the award as Henderson is leading the league in
stolen bases, on-base percentage and runs. And he is near the top in numerous others.
Fielder is the leading the league in home runs, runs batted in, slugging percentage and
total bases, and is in the Top 10 in three others. Cecil also has a chance to become the
first American Leaguer in 29 years to hit fifty homers. The effect this onslaught of
homers has been to his Detroit teammates cannot be underestimated.
Fifty. That's an immense number. But even if Cecil only hits his 49, he still is
deserving of the MVP award. The award is given to the man who is most valuable to
his team, not most valuable to a contending team, as the award has seemed to be in the
past. Henderson is obviously the better all-around player. He may even be the best
player in baseball. But Henderson, on Jhis star-studded Oakland team, can miss a few
games with his team barely feeling his absence. Detroit has few bright spots besides
Cecil and his power displays.
The easiest way to see a players' value to his team is to look at where each players'
respective team would be without them. Henderson's A's would still be in the World
Series. They proved, in 1988 and most of 1989, that they don't need Rickey Henderson
to be the best team in baseball. Without him, they are a dominating team. With him they
are scary.
Last year, the Detroit Tigers did not have Fielder. He was off banging home runs
in Japan. Last year Detroit finished with a record of 59-103, last in the AL East. This
year, the Tigers are challenging for third place, which isn't much, but it's a whole lot
better than last. Without Fielder, the Tigers would challenging the New York Yankees
for last place in the AL East. Or possibly something even worse. Without Fielder, the
Tigers level of play could have had them playing in Triple-A baseball.
Cecil Fielder for MVP. Triple-A. Fifty. Let's change history and see the most
Valuable player win the Most Valuable Player award.

HIGH SPIRITS LIQUORS
. Wines and Liqours
237 White Street
Visa and
Mastercard
Accepted
Mil's Best 1/2 $26.99+
Bnsch 1/2
$36.99+
Miller Genuine 1/4
$25.99+

We Deliver!
. 525-2221

Sunday, Oct. 7
12:00 Detroit
at
12:00 Kansas City
at
12:00 San Francisco at
12:00 Tampa Bay
at
1:00 Cincinnati
at
1:00 New Orleans
at
1:00 N.Y.Jets
at
1:00 San Diego
at
1:00 Seattle
at
3:00 Green Bay
at
7:30 L.A. Raiders
at
Monday. Oct. K
7:00 Cleveland
at
* All times are local.

RSx Fix
Minnesota
Indianapolis
Houston
Dallas
L. A. Rams
Atlanta
Miami
Pittsburgh
New England
Chicago
Buffalo

Minn, by 13
K.C. by 16
S.F. by 14
Dallas by 1
L.A. by 7
N.O. by 6
Mia. by 17
Pitt, by 10
N.E. by 3
Chi. by 7
Buff, by 1

Denver

Den. by 16
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Football
Trinity 49, Bowdbin 14
Scoring:
1 st quarter
T 7:32 - Foster 19 yd run.
(O'Connor kick)
T 14:44-DeMaio 10yd
pass from Lane.
(O'Connor kick)2nd quarter
B 9:08 - Kahler 6 yd run.
(Carenzo kick)
T 12:45-RisCassi l y d
run. (O'Connor kick)
3rd quarter
T 5:06 - Foster 16 yd run.
(O'Connor kick)
B 12:25 - LeClair 46 yd
run. (Carenzo kick)
T 14:08 - DeMaio 56 yd
pass from Lane.
(O'Connor kick)
4thquarter
T9:37*-Maselek5yd
run. (O'Connor kick)
T 9:51 - Owens 35 yd
interception. (O'Connor
kick)
Trinity game leaders:
Rushing-Redgate, 12-950; Foster, 7-59-2.
Passing-Lane, 19-32-2722-2.
Receiving-DeMaio, 8130-2; Davis, 5-74-0.

Men's Soccer
New England Div. Ill
Poll as of-Sept. 25
Team
Record
Pts
1. Salem St
4-1
50
2. Babson
4-0-1
44
3. Western Conn
8-1
36
4. Colby
3-0-1
34
5. Wesleyan
3-0
32
6. Johnson St
6-1-1
22
7. Bowdoin
3-0
18
8. Trinity
3-0
17
9. Middlebury
2-1
10
10. Brandeis
5-3
9
Intramural Football Standings
Results as of Sept. 30
Team
W-L-T PF PA
47
Jonesmen
3-0
15
67
GodsofAXP
2-0
19
58
Hornets
2-0
15
18
Mack Daddies
1-0
7
29 21
Sigma Nu
2-1
Jarvis Boys
0-2-1 21
79
CP's Bomb Squad 0-2-1 12 25
32 58
Rubber Duckies 0-2
13 58
Pledges
0-3

Cross Country Results
MEN

WOMEN

Overall Finish-Runner-Time

Finish-Runner-Time

4. Mattoon
12. Gazin
17. Wisbach
23. Claud

2. Pike
19:40
8. Moran
20:31
10. Sommers 21;39
13. Mulready 21:07
18. Gammons 21:39
30. Barnhart 24:34

28:21
28:55
29:37
30:38

WOMEN TEAM PTS,
1. Stony Brook
47
2. Trinity
51
3. Westfield
- 61
4. Holyoke
79

Timesforthe Amherst
Invitational, held on
the 8 km (men) and 5
km (women) courses
at Amherst College,
September 29.

Football
ECAC New England Div. I l l
Poll as of Sept. 25
Team
Record Pts(#l Votes)!
213(18)
1. Plymouth St
3-0
183(1)
2. Lowell
3-0
162(2)
3. Williams
1-0
149
4. WPI
3-0
123 (1)
5. Trinity
1-0
89
6. Bridgewater St 2-1
66
7. Bentley
2-0
45
8. Wesleyan
1-0
41
9. Maine Maritime 2-1
33
10. Nichols
2-1
29
11. Coast Guard
1-2
20
12. Bates
1-0
18
13. Norwich
1-1
13
14. Bowdoin
1-0
12
15. UMass-Boston 2-1

B|it|m Sports
Tue.

M Soccer @ Eastern Conn 4:00
Water Polo @ Holy Cross TB A
Wed. Field Hockey @ Amherst 3:30
3:30
Thu. Tennis @ Smith
4:00
W Soccer @ Smith
Sat. Volleyball @ RIC Tourney 10:00
W Soccer @ Williams
12:00
Tennis @ Williams
12:00
Field Hockey @ Williams 12:00
Cross Country @ RPI
12:00
Football vs.Williams
1:30
M Soccer @ Williams
2:00'
Water Polo @ Lowell
TBA
Sun. JV Football vs. Williams
1:00.
Mon. JVM Soccer® Wesleyan
3:30
Field Hockey vs. Manhttnvlle 4:00
:
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The View Specials
The College View Athlete
of the Week Is Rocco
Demaio '91 who caught 8
passes for 130 yards and 2
touchdowns in the
Bantams'49-14 win over
Bowdoin.
•-

Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing

Another Football Blowout

Bowdoin Is This Week's Victim: 49-14
six yards out on a sweep to the
right. Trinity increased its lead a
gByCHRIS BROWN
Sports Information Directior few minutes later when Kevin
RisCassi capped a ten play drive
Trinity's quarterback James covering 70 yards when he scored
Lane, who was 19 of 32 for 272 on a one yard run. The big play of
yards and two touchdowns, engi- the drive was a Lane pass to Joe
neered a well-balanced ball con- Brockmire that covered 32 yards.
In the second half, Corrie
trol offense for Trinity in the
team's49-14 victory overthePolar Foster scored his second rushing
Bears of Bowdoin. While the of- touchdown of the day when he
fense collected 29 first downs in took a draw play right up the
the game on its way to accumulat- middle untouched for a 16 yard
ing 547 yards in total offense, the score. Bowdoin closed the gap to
defense intercepted six Bowdoin 28-14 when Jim LeClair broke
passes and sacked the Bowdoin through a Bantam blitz and raced
46 yards for Bowdoin's second
signal caller four times.
Trinity jumped out to a 7-0 score of the day. LeClair's run
lead in the first quarter on its sec- marked the second time in as many
ond possession of the game when games that the opposing fullback
junior Corrie Foster scooted 19 broke through the blitz for a long
yards down the left sideline for a score. Last week, Colby's Len
score on a perfectly executed Baker went 6&yards for six points.
Lane put the Bantams up by
reverse by the Bantam front six.
Foster's run capped a seven play three touchdowns when he tossed
drive that covered 75 yards and the ball down the right sideline
ate up three minutes from the and DeMaio made a super catch
clock. On Bowdoin's next pos- as he out-leaped the Bowdoin
session, defensive back Jeff Luzzi defender for the ball at the Bowpicked off a Mike Kirch pass on doin 25 yard line and lumbered
the right sideline at the Bowdoin into the end zone for a 56 yard TD.
35 yard line. Lane promptly hit
Trinity added two scores in
Mike Davis '91 fora 17yardpass. the fourth quarter. Fullback Tom
Two plays later, LanefoundRocco Maselek scored on a five yard run
DeMaio '91 in the end zone for a and freshman defensive back Jeff
13-0 Bantam advantage. Ted Owens did his best Ronnie Lott
O'Connor added both of the impersonation as he picked off a
P £ f s.Bowdoin scored with 5:52 Bowdoin pass at the Bowdoin 35
remaining in the half when fresh- yard line and took it in for a score.
man Michael Kahler scored from
Trinity takes on Williams next

Kevin RisCassi leaps for a James Lane toss.

week at Daniel Jessee Field. Next
week may be the NESCAC's
version of Miami vs. Notre Dame.
Similar to how the HurricaneIrish game has been a battle for
the national championship the last
few years, when Trinity clashes
with Williams this season, it may
decide the NESCAC title. Last
season, Trinity traveled to Williamstown for what turned out to
be the NESCAC title game as
both teams were undefeated
against the rest of the conference.
Last year, Trinity seemed to

Photo by E. Berkowitz

have wrapped up the game when
Rob Conklin denied Williams a
two point conversion with less
than a minute left in the game and
Trinity leading 21-20. Williams
recovered an on-sides kick and
scored six plays later to win the
game to preserve an undefeated
season and the NESCAC champi- •
onship. Trinity recovered from
the loss to finish with a 7-1 record
and the top rated offense.
Williams comes into this
weekend' s game riding a 15 game
winning streak as they humbled

Tufts 27-3 this week. The Ephmen
are led by junior quarterback Dan
Dwyer, who was NESCAC offensive player of the week for his
17 completions out of 25 attempts
for 200 yards and two touchdowns.
Defensively, Williams is led by
defensive end Ted Rogers. (No,
he didn't graduate, and yes* it
does seem like he has been there
for longer than four years.) Rogers, an all-conference selection
last season, is a dominating player
who consistently comes up with
the big defensive play.

Undefeated Field
Hockey Chops Down
Elms and Mt. Holyoke
In A Busy Week
would need when, at 26:20 of the
second half, she crashed the pads
Sports Writer
and drilled a rebound of Lexi
Two weeks into the season Rice's blast the Elms keeper.
and facing two of their toughest Davison added an insurance goal
opponents, Amherst on Wednes- off a Grace Cragin feed with for
day and perennial powerhouse minutes to play and the Bantam
Williams on Saturday, the field defense, especially Robin Cook
hockey team is riding a tidal wave who seemed win every contested
of momentum and an undefeated ball, held the Elms offense to just
record (6-0). Yet again, the Ban- a few shots.
On Saturday, the formula for
tams employed a suffocating defense and a swarming, relentless victory was identical except for
offense enroute to shutout victo- the first half lull. Trinity pepries over Elms College and Mt. pered Mt. Holyoke's Kirsten
Kelso with shots almost constantly
Holyoke College.
• On Wednesday, Trinity, de- throughout the gamc-lhey out shot
spite grass that makes the rough at Mt. Holyoke 38-3- and, if not for
Augusta National look like astro- her outstanding play, might have
turf and a pesky Elms defense, won 10-0. As it turned out, the
overcame an uneventful first half Lexi Rice's sixth goal in as many
to notch two goals and the shut- games, an unassisted blast at
out. Freshman Lindsey Davison 13:55, was the game winner as the
provided all the offense the B ants' Bantams went on to win 1-0.
gj By MARKTENEROWICZ

Gettin' Down
The men's soccer team fought to a disappointing 4-4 tie against WPI on Saturday.
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